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SGA President:
CCC Wanted Charter on a Silver Platter
By Lillian M. Aleman 
Managing Editor
MSU g ran ted  Cam pus 
Crusades for Christ privileges 
similar to a Class III organiza­
tion after being advised by 
state and University a tto r­
neys.
The decision took effect 
Feb. 27 and since then, CCC 
has posted flyers about their 
organization around campus 
and held their first meeting 
yesterday afternoon.
“ I disagree with it (the 
decision m ade by MSU)," 
said SGA president Jacob V. 
Hudnut, who vetoed the bill 
in October, "but I understand 
their (MSU) reasons to do 
so.”
Vice President for Student 
Development and Campus 
Life, Karen Pennington, said in 
November that MSU admin­
istration does not take posi­
tions on what the SGA does 
because it is their decision 
to make.
Though, when the possibil-
SGA
Petitions
Circulate
SGA Elections 
For 2004-2005 
Begin
By Jennifer Schienberg 
StaffWriter
Ten students have already 
begun the election process 
to be a part of the 2004- 2005 
SGA Executive Board.
Prospective student can­
didates who have taken the 
opportun ity  to announce 
their candidacy as of today 
include Rahfeal Gordon and 
current SGA President Jacob 
V. Hudnut who are running for 
President; current SGA Vice 
President, Ron Bothelho and 
Veronica Nealis for Vice Presi­
dent; Matt Wilder and Killan 
Delas Santos for Treasurer; 
Abby Gildersleeve for Secre­
tary; M. Melpher and Kristen 
Shernoff for Board Trustee
ity of a lawsuit was brought 
to light, MSU agreed with 
the attorney for CCC that 
the matter wilt be "promptly 
and properly considered" by 
the SGA. If the matter was 
not resolved by the SGA by 
Feb. 18, said Pennington, the 
University would consider a
written request from CCC to 
permit them to participate 
on campus.
“As a public institution of 
higher education, MSU must 
p ro tec t the constitutional 
rights of all members of the 
University community," said 
Pennington.
"Although the SGA is an 
independent corporation, 
since the University requires 
all undergraduate students 
to pay a fee that is used to 
fund the activities of the SGA, 
the University conc luded, 
with advice of the Office of 
the Attorney General and
after conversations with the 
attorney for the SGA, that the 
University was involved in the 
controversy and that is was in 
the best interest of the Univer­
sity and the SGA that we take 
the action we took."
CCC made one attempt 
See "CCC" on p.4
Fighting for Recognition
Last night, the SGA legislature endorsed 
Seton Hall students’ effort to have a gay and 
lesbian student group named "Truth” (Trust, 
Respect, Unity at the Hall.) Anthony Romeo, 
an openly gay student at Seton Hall, filed suit 
in Essex county yesterday. Turn to page 3 for 
more information on Romeo’s battle against 
a Catholic university.
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Representative; and Tiffany 
Crynes for Justice.
These interested cand i­
dates are signing up out­
side the SGA office and are 
required to get 300 signatures 
from MSU students by today 
to be placed on the ballot.
Hudnut says, “ Last year 
we had one of fhe highest
vo te r turnouts w ith 1,100 
students partaking in the 
election process, exceed­
ing the average turnout for 
state universities in our area.” 
Hudnut hopes to beat last 
year’s voter turnout.
The candidates looking to 
run in the election not only 
have to get 300 signatures,
they also have to write a 200 
word statement explaining 
their platforms and how they 
will represent the student 
population.
They must also submit a 
five by seven inch black and 
white photograph to help 
all MSU students identify the 
cand ida te . Cam paign ing
begins March 28 and runs 
through April 7.
Voting for your candidate 
of choice will be automated 
via MSU's website  where 
each  cand ida te 's  pho to ­
graph, platforms, and biog­
raphy will be posted so stu­
dents can read about each 
candidate before voting.
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3/7/04 - Police 
Headquarters received 
a call in reference 
to an MSU shuttle bus 
driver who may have been 
intoxicated. The driver 
was located, interviewed 
and released. The report 
is unfounded and no 
charges were filed.
3/6/04 - The MSU EMS 
responded to the Floyd 
Hall Arena on a report of 
a female with a cut to 
her wrist that was caused 
by an ice skate. The 
victim was transported to 
St. Joseph's Hospital.
3/5/04 - A female MSU 
student responded to 
Police Headquarters to 
report property damage to 
her vehicle while parked 
in Lot 22. Some unknown 
individuals stuck several 
advertising postcards to
the window that were hard 
to get off.
3/5/04 - An officer 
responded to the Yogi 
Berra Museum on a report 
of criminal 
mischief. Unknowq 
individual(s) threw a rock 
through the exterior 
window facing Lot 23.
The case is under 
investigation.
3/2/04 - A male MSU 
student responded to 
Police Headquarters to 
report the theft 
of his vehicle's hubcaps 
while parked in Lot 28.
3/1/04 - The Sprague 
Library and the Life/ 
Speech complex experienced 
a power outage. The cause 
of the outage was a burned 
cable between the two 
buildings.
Anyone who has information regarding these 
incidents is urged to call the police station from 
any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All calls 
are strictly confidential.
M orris Township G irl Possibly Overdoses 
A 16-year-old Morris Township girl died of a suspected 
overdose after possibly taking heroin and possibly other drugs 
at her boyfriend’s Randolph home over the weekend,'authorities 
said yesterday. When she would not wake up early Saturday 
morning, an ambulance crew rushed her to Saint Clare’s Hospital 
in Dover, where she remained on a ventilator for much of the 
day, before being pronounced dead, Sunday.
Form er NJ N et T ria l Postponed 
The aggravated manslaughter trial of former Nets star Jayson 
Williams was postponed Monday by the death of the mother of 
one of Williams’ lawyers. Somerset County court officials said the 
trial would be postponed again Monday, and possibly longer.
Fire Leaves T h irty  Fam ilies Hom eless 
M ore than 30 families were left homeless Friday after a fire tore 
through the roof of their East Orange apartment building in a 
blaze that smoldered more than seven hours after it began. No 
one was reported injured, but thé morning fire left the building 
uninhabitable, according to authorities, who said the cause 
remains under investigation. . -
Com piled from  The Star Ledger by Dennis Anderson
School-Year’s Fourth NYU Suicide Occurs 
A 19-year-old New York University student committed suicide by 
jumping from a high-rise window, the fourth student to die in a 
plunge this academic year, officials said. Diana Chien, a transfer 
student from California, jumped from a window at an off-campus 
building Saturday, officials, said.
‘Frivolous’ Fast Food Suit Bill Approved 
The U.S. House of Representatives overwhelmingly approved a 
bill Wednesday to ban lawsuits by obese customers who say they 
became overweight by eating at fast-food restaurants. This is part 
of a broader Republican push to reform the nation’s civil liability 
laws by banning what many consider to be “frivolous” lawsuits.
Judge Rules D iaper Cocaine Okay Evidence 
Cocaine styffed inside a baby’s diaper can be used as evidence 
against the child's father, a federal judge ruled, clearing the way 
for his drug trial to proceed. State police discovered the drugs in 
June after- stopping the rental car Walter H. Martin was driving, 
for speeding. A trooper noticed the baby apparently needed 
changing and then found the cocaine inside the diaper.
Com piled from cnn.com by Dennis Anderson
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News & Notes
Fatima Chak and Marissa 
Cassidy were approved for 
the President’s Cabinet.
C1C received a special 
appropriation.
ASSIST received a Class I 
charter for 2004-2005.
MSA received two 
appropriations.
The Legislature endorsed 
Seton Hall students’ efforts 
to have GLBT group.
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MSU Athletic Director Recipient of 
NAGWS Pathfinder Award
Montclair State University Director 
of Athletics Holly Gera, was named 
the recipient of the 2004 NAGWS 
Pathfinder Award representing the 
state of New Jersey.
The NAGWS Pathfinder Award is 
given by the National Association For 
Girls and Women in Sports in recogni­
tion of service and contributions to 
girls and women in sport.
The Pathfinder Award will be pre­
sented in New Orleans, LA, a t the 
AAHPERD (American Alliancé for 
Health, Physical Education, Recre/ 
ation and Dance) National Conven­
tion on Friday April 2, 2004.
It is the second award that Gera 
will receive this year. Back on Feb. 8, 
she was honored for her outstanding 
achievements in sports and contribu­
tions to women's athletics by the New 
Jersey Association of Intercollegiate 
Athletics for Women (NJAIAW) at the 
organization’s annual luncheon at 
Seton Hall University.
Gera is in her 14th year at Mont­
clair State as an athletic administra­
tor, and was named the school’s third 
full-time athletic director in August 
of 1999.
She spent her first six years at 
MSU as the school’s senior women’s 
administrator and associate director 
of athletics.
d  —  Lp
Don’t
Just
Turn the 
Page...
Make the 
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News Section
Contact Lillian M. Aleman 
or
Dennis Anderson at X 5169 
or email :
G era o rig ina lly  
ca m e  to  the Red 
Hawks as the direc­
tor of campus recre­
ation in 1989.
- In her tenure, she 
has been respon­
sible for many posi­
tive developm ents 
Within the athletics 
department, such as 
the-upgrade of sev­
eral athletic facilities 
.including’ the con ­
struction of the MSU 
Soccer Park and the 
new Montclair State 
University Softba ll 
Stadium, which will 
open in April.
One of the key 
ingredients to  the 
M ontcla ir Athletics 
administrative suc­
cess, G era is also 
quite involved with 
many NCAA com ­
m ittees, inc lud ing  
her nationally recog­
nized work with soft- 
ball and w o m en ’s 
lacrosse, and is a strong advocate 
of physical education and women's 
awareness groups.
COURTESY OF MSU INSIGHT
MSU Athletic Director Holly Gera was named as the recipient of the 2004 NAGWS 
Pathfinder award, the award was given for recognition of service and contribution to Girls 
and Women in Sports. The award will be presented to Gera on Friday April 2, 2004.
In addition, she currently serves as 
president of the New Jersey Athletic 
Conference. Article Courtesy of Insight
Gay Student Group Fights for 
Recognition by Catholic School
By Patricia Alex 
Courtesy ofKRT Campus
- Anthony Romeo says he only 
wants the camaraderie and recogni­
tion that other students at Seton Hall 
University have.
After all, he argues, there are 
moré than 100 student groups and 
clubs recogn ized on cam pus in 
which students sort themselves based 
on everything from ethnicity to hob­
bies.
But R o m e o ’ s 
TRUTH organization : 
a support group for 
lesbian, gay, bisex­
ual, transgender, 
and  hom osexual 
students has had a 
tougher time of it at 
the Catholic univer­
sity.
The g r o u p ’ s. 1  
application for uni- 
versify recognition was denied last 
month because administrators found 
it at odds with the school's Catholic 
mission.
“The most compelling guidance 
from the church directs us to care fóF 
the human person whose fundamen­
tal identity is as a “child of God” not 
a, "heterosexual” or “homosexual,” 
wrote Dr. Laura Wankel, vice presi­
dent for student affairs. “No organiza­
tion based solely upon sexual orien­
tation may receive formal university 
recognition.”
Though it den ied  the group 
offic ia l recognition, the university
said TRUTH may operate on campus, 
apply for funds from the office of 
student affairs, and host educational 
events, meetings, and programs. The 
group cannot, however, host social 
events or sponsor religious services or 
activities.
The half-a-loaf approach is part of 
a balancing act that has played itself 
out at Catholic colieges and universi­
ties across the country Catholic aca­
deme's version of “don’t ask, don 't 
tell.” Official church 
teaching condemns 
homosexual acts, 
“With public col­
leges, it's  p re tty  
straightforward they 
have, to recognize 
these groups,”  said 
Nick Sakurai, direc­
tor of the US Student 
Associa tion ’s Les­
bian, Gay, Bisexual, 
and  Transgender 
Empowerment Project.
“With'privatejpnes it’s a little more 
gray. I’ve seen Catholic colleges that 
do recognize LGBT student groups, 
but it seems to vary from diocese to 
diocese.”
A t Loyola University in New 
Orleans, the school's LGBT group, 
which started in the early 1990s, has 
formal recognition and is funded by 
the student government, said Tyler 
Douglas, the co-president. >
He sgid the group, called Etcetera, 
encountered some resistance early 
on but now is fully accepted and very 
active on campus.
66 W e  j u s t  w a n t  a
PLACE AT THE TABLE... 
WE’RE NOT ASKING 
FOR MORE OR LESS 
THAN ANY OTHER 
GROUP. 99
/K n th o n y  R o m e o , 
P r e s id e n t o f  T R U T H
“The nickname, for Loyola is 
Gayola," said Douglas. “ It's a very, 
very gay school and it's become a 
very open campus.”
At Boston College, the school’s 
LGBT group has been around for 30 
years and has been denied several 
applications for college recognition. 
Closer to home, a group at Fordham 
University in the Bronx was denied 
recognition while another a t the 
university's law school a t Lincoln 
Center is recognized.
The Seton Hall com prom ise 
seems to be modeled after a similar 
setup at Georgetown University fol­
lowing a lawsuit in 1987 by students 
denied recognition.
The courts found that a private 
university is not required to recog­
nize a group but cannot withhold 
“ tangible benefits” available to all 
groups, including funding.
At Seton Hall, Romeo said he 
will discuss the university’s offer of a 
“special standing” with some of the 
other 20 members of his group. He 
admits the offer is a place to start 
but says the special standing fund­
ing smacks of "hush money.”
“We just want a place a t the 
fable,” said Romeo,,a junior from 
upstate New York. "We're not asking 
for more or less than other groups!"
Romeo said his group’s appli­
cation for recognition didn't follow 
regular channels and instead vyas 
bum ped up to the archdiocese 
before com ing back down as a
See "SETON" ON P.6
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ccc
Continued from p. 1
to receive a Class III charter since 
they were denied one for the second 
time in October, but even so, the 
organization removed the bill from 
the agenda and did not go in front 
of the legislature for a vote.
Though Hudnut would have liked 
to see the bill go up for a legislative 
vote once again, he believes that 
CCC wanted special treatment and 
nothing less.
"They (CCC) wanted a charter 
given to them on a silver platter and 
anything short of that was wrong to 
them," said Hudnut. “According to 
Campus Crusades for Christ, anything 
less than special treatment is bad 
treatment.”
In the Feb. 26 edition of The Mont- 
clarion, Hudnut said, “This executive 
can not wave any procedural or 
other bureaucratic requirements.... 
for the consideration of charters."
Desmond Sugar, the President of 
CCC, was unable to be contacted 
for c'omment.
MSU has afforded CCC the same 
privileges that an SGA Class III charter 
includes. CCC will be able to hold 
meetings on campus for no fee; may 
post flyers; utilize the advice of the 
Student Activities staff; participate in 
activities sponsored by the University 
and open to recognized clubs and 
organization; participate in programs 
and activities sponsored by the Office 
of Student Leadership; hold program
events, meetings and 
activities on cam pus; 
and identify themselves 
as being affiliated with 
MSU.
The organization must 
be in com pliance with 
the following in order to 
remain a recognized stu­
dent organization: mem­
bership is opened to all 
undergraduate students 
enrolled a t MSU; dues 
cannot be charged td 
members and exclusion­
ary measures cannot be 
practiced; the organiza­
tion must seek to pro­
vide services or sponsor 
events on campus; CCC 
must maintain regular 
communication with the 
University through the 
Student Activities staff 
and comply with all Uni­
versity policy applicable 
to student organization; 
and the executive offi­
cers of the organization 
must maintain a good 
standing at MSU.
CCC is an national 
organization established 
as a cam pus ministry 
in 1951. The organiza­
tion exists on l ,096 cam ­
puses.
STEVE MILLER /THE MONTCLARION
Desmond Sugar, president of Campus Crusades for Christ (CCC), speaks to the SGA 
legislator in October. Sugar pleaded his case for CCC to be chartered by the SGA. 
Recently, MSU has granted the organization privileges similar to those afforded to 
Class III organizations of the SGA.
ATTENTION EMT’s:
LOOKING FOR AN EXCITING JOB?
MSU Emergency Medical Services 
is now accepting applications for the
R ESID EN T EM ER G EN C Y M EDICAL TEC H N IC IA N  PROGRAM
Resident EMT's are responsible fo r :
• On call from their apartment (11PM-8AM) for up to 2 nights/week.
• On calf up to two weekends per month.
• Cover up to three daytime shifts per week (12 hours total).
• Completing other assigned responsibilities.
As compensation, Resident EMT's are provided housing in a Clove Road apartm ent a t no cost. 
Applicants m ust meet the follow ing c rite ria :
• Must be a full-time student (> 12 credits) with at least a 2.0 GPA
• Must be a NJ EMT or NREMT, with CPR, HAZMAT Awareness and CEVO certifications
• Must have a valid driver's license with a clean record
Start Date: Applications are currently being accepted for the Fall 2003 Sem ester.
To A pp ly : Interested students should download an application from the MSU EMS web site: 
w w w .m ontclair.edu/em s or contact Dr. Robb Rehberg at ext. 7838.
Application Deadline: Applications m ust be subm itted by 12:00 noon on April 8, 2004.
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M O N T C L A IR  S T A T E  U N IV E R S I T Y  
J A M E S  P. K E E N E N  I I I , J O S E P H  T . M O O R E , 
A N IT A  E . U H I A  A N D  C O N N IE  W A L L E R  
S C H O L A R S H I P  E N D O W M E N T  F U N D
S C H O L A R S H I P  A W A R D  A P P L IC A T IO N
PURPOSE: In May 1996, the members of AFT Local 1904 established the Scholarship Endowment Fund as an expression 
of esteem and respect for James P. Keenen III, Joseph T. Moore, Anita E. Uhia and Connie Waller. We honor their signal ser­
vice to the University as founders and leaders of AFT Local 1904, and their distinguished intellectual and teaching careers.
as Keenen/Moore/Uhia/Waller Scholars. The Fund is dedicated to help full-time undergraduate and graduate students enrolled 
at least one semester at Montclair State University prior to the application date and who in whole or in part depend on their own 
work for the economic resources required for their enrollment or otherwise to pursue their studies in a recognized university 
program.
AWARDS: SIX (6) $500.00 SCHOLARSHIPS WILL BE AWARDED TO MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS.
ELIGIBILITY: Eligibility is limited to students who meet all the following criteria:
a. are enrolled full-time at Montclair State University at time the award payment is made;
b. are not on academic or disciplinary suspension or probation;
c. in whole or in part depend on their own work for the economic resources for their enrollment at 
Montclair State University.
APPLICATION: A complete application consists of the following:
a. a completed application form and essay prepared by the student and
b. letters of recommendation from a combination of any two of the following employed at Montclair State University: 
faculty members, professional staff members, or librarians who are members of the AFT Local 1904 
bargaining unit. Please make sure that you show this application to individuals whom you ask for a reference to 
insure that they belong to one of these three groups. MSU Administration and Adjunct faculty recommendation 
letters WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.
CRITERIA FOR SELECTION: Applicants will be evaluated on the basis of:
a. the essay describing the student’s need, how the award will be used, and the role of higher education in the student’s
b. the candidate’s two (2) letters of recommendation from AFT Local 1904 bargaining unit members.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: The student application packet (cover sheet and essay) and two (2) letters of
recommendation must be received no later than 4:00 P.M. Thursday, April 8, 2004 by:
L A T E  O R  IN C O M P L E T E  A P P L IC A T IO N S W IL L  N O T  B E  C O N SID E R E D !
NOTE TO APPLICANTS: Award notification will occur no later than May 21,2004.
Awards made by the Fund will be known as Keenen/Moore/Uhia/Waller Scholarships and the award recipients will be known
life; and
Mrs. Linda Turano, Office Manager
AFT Local 1904 
College Hall 318C 
Telephone (973) 655-4453
For additional information and application packets contact:
Mrs. Linda Turano, Office Manager OR Dr. William Sullivan
AFT Local 1904 Dept, of HPPERLS 
Montclair State Uiiiv. 
Montclair, NJ 07043 
Telephone (973) 655-7089
Montclair State University 
College Hall 318C 
Montclair, N.J. 07043 
Telephone- (973) 655-4453 
Fax- (973) 655-4479
The application is also available for downloading on the web at:
www.AFTLOCAL1904.ORG/KMSCHOL.htm 
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS
LOCAL 1904
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News Shorts
S tuden t D e ve lo p m e n t and  
Campus Life recently held its Red 
Ribbon Awards Ceremony for the 
fa i semester.
The Vice President’s Award rec­
ognizes staff members who have 
m ade distinctive contributions to 
the Division and students. The recipi­
ents for the fall were Mary Murphy 
of Admissions, Donna Barry of the 
Health and Wellness Center, and 
Jamal Shahin of Academic Devel­
opment and Assessment.
The Teamwork Award recognizes 
groups of staff who foster coopera- 
lion, collaboration and open com­
munication, and whose teamwork 
on a  pro ject or significant effort 
advances departmental goals and/ 
or the University's mission. Awards 
went to Elaine Stevens of Admis­
sions and the following members 
of Residence Life: Regina Sargent, 
Cariyfe Lawrence, Theresa Giardino, 
Phyllis Nardelli, Christopher Kuretich, 
Robert Garrett, P. Kristin Lelli, Allan 
Bryant, Andrew Voshell, Deborah 
C iogher, Dolores Lyach, S tacy 
McConnell, Patricia Tangora, Lucille 
Henry, Barbara Pennisi and Patricia 
Murray.
The Random A c t of Kindness 
Award recognizes staff members 
who have performed a random act 
of kindness that has had a positive 
im pact on the lives of co-workers, 
students, visitors or the community. 
The award went to Gennae Hinson 
crfAcfrnissions.
Courtesy of Insight
m  _____________ p
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denial. Jim Goodness, spokesman 
for the archdiocese, said he was 
unaware of the issue.
TRUTH’S facu lty adviser did 
not return calls for comment and 
Wankel's office referred questions 
to a university spokeswoman.
Natalie Thigpen, a spokes­
woman for the university, said, 
"We acknowledge the need to 
work with the students in this area 
through an ongoing dialogue. 
We want to work with them to 
meet their goals but in a way that 
we're sure will be consistent with 
the teachings of the Catholic 
Church."
But Romeo feels the university 
has inconsistently app lied  the 
“Catholic mission" rationale.
He argues, for Instance, that the 
spouses of divorced employees 
receive health benefits through the 
university even though Catholic 
teaching is opposed to divorce.
Romeo said the g roup  is 
needed since there have been a 
half-dozen Incidents of anti-gay 
graffiti In campus dormitories in 
recent months.
He, too, was a victim, when 
epithets were scrawled on his door 
in Aquinas Hall in October.
“ We need a forum for dis­
course and discussion," he said. 
“ I d idn 't have that when it hap­
pened to me.”
« f l i p ' I V - . ' V■■■BU  A M E R IC Â
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ftrnrareinformatiofl, call the National Mental Health Association at 1.8Q0.969.NMHA (6642) 
Talk to your doctor. Effective treatment is available.
LENTEN RETREAT 
FOR BUSY PEOPLE
MARCH 28 -  APRIL 1 
Fifth Week of Lent 
Beginning @ 6:30 p.m. Mass 
March 28
Newman Catholic Center
The Newman Center is offering a directed 
prayer retreat for students, faculty and staff. 
The retreat is one hour a dav for five days. 
Meet with a spiritual director for % hour a 
day at a convenient time for you and devote 
Vz hour of a day to personal prayer.
Give God an hour a day and give yourself the 
gift of spiritual strength and peace in your
■
I
I
s
I
8
1
a
■
a
a
Please RSVP by calling the Newman Center 
X724Û (on campus) or 973 746-2323
a
a
GOING ON VOCATION?
Catholic Campus Ministry invites you to 
RETREAT for a weekend...
Theme. Discerning your “Vocation” in life.
Do you know what God is calling you to? 
Marriage? Single Life? Priesthood? Religious Life? 
(Living in Community’ as a Sister or Brother)
How (to I find out?
MARCH 19-21,2004 
Friday Night to Sunday 12 Noon
Location:
Fellowship Deaconry Retreat Center
Liberty Comer. NJ (45 min o f Newark)
Total Cost $40 (includes food & lodging)
Inspiring Talks on each Vocation! Mass! Prayer! 
Lively Music! Eucharistic Adoration!
Skits! Free time! Fellowship...
Meet a t e  college students, Sisters, Brothers, 
Priests & married couples
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME!
For mote information and/or register contact
Fr. Al %  973-746-2323  
o r *72 4 0  (on campus)
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Third Annual MSU Trivia Bowl a Success
Use Found For Useless Knowledge, Everyone Goes Flome a Winner
Above: Orlando Cabrera, Julie Betz and Jason Long discussing 
possible solutions. Left: Dr. Karen Penington, Vice President of Student 
Development and Campus Life with her teammates during Trivia.
questions that, in a free-for-all-style, 
anyone attending had a chance to 
win. In addition to prizes that were 
won for answering questions, there, 
were prizes, such as tickets to a 
Yankee Game, that were won by a 
random drawing from each person 
in attendance.
There were 85 teams of three. Jill 
-Salvatore, the Special Coordinator of 
MSU's RecBoard said, “ I was proud of 
the campus community for coming
out for the special event and having 
fun doing so".
According to Angelo Lilia, SGA 
Legislature, “ {Trivia] It was a great 
event where f learned a lot, but the 
best part was the free door prizes 
and food.”
This was the third year that Campus 
Recreation held this event. “ It was an 
amazing event and passed all expec­
tations,” said Lisa Maikisch, RecBoard 
President.
By Tom Hoskinson 
Production Editor
Trivia Bowl is a Jeopardy style 
gam e held with teams of three. 
The gam e is played where one 
randomly picked team chooses 
a question from previously given 
categories and difficulty. Then, 
each team writes their answer to 
the question on an index card that 
is brought to the scorekeepers who 
keep track of each team in the 
room.
Prizes were given to the top 
three teams as well as "Toss Up”
Can you name all the ghosts in Pacman? Do you know the hot­test planet in our solar system? 
These and many other questions were 
asked to a room of approximately 300 
students at this year's MSU Trivia Bowl 
held last Thursday in the Student Center 
Ballrooms.
How Athletes Face the Off-Field Challenge
The Factors Outside Athletics That Stifle Superior Performance
By James Carpentier -  C.S.C.S. 
StaffWriter
C oaches throw their hands up in frustration for erratic prac­tices, lapses in an a th le te 's 
concentration during critical gam e 
situations, and inconsistent athletic 
pe rfo rm an ce . However, it is not 
always due to poor technique, lack 
of talent, or playing through a nag­
ging injury that minimizes an athlete's 
potential for a stellar performance.
In other scenarios, questionable 
sports performance may be related 
to medications causing side effects, or 
consuming alcoholic and/or excessive 
caffeinated beverages (soda, coffee, 
fea) before practices and games. 
The athlete who falls prey to risky per­
formance-enhancing dietary supple­
ments (with negative side effects such 
as the recently-banned ephedra), or 
performance-enhancing drugs (such 
as illegal steroids, or nicotineTpontain- 
ing tobacco products such as chew­
ing tobacco, cigarettes,'"cigars, and 
alcoholic and excessive caffeinated 
beverages) -- may not only affect his or 
her sports performance and disrupt the 
team and outcome of games, but more 
im portantly, cause both short-term 
and long-term health consequences.
Alcohol and caffe ine are legal 
drugs in our society that, of course, 
have side effects when consumed in 
excess. And tobacco in all forms con­
tains the drug nicotine. Smokeless 
or chewing to b a cco  has been 
associa ted  w ith  oral cancers 
and, of course, smoking tobacco 
not only impacts health, but cre­
ates respiratory problems which, 
of course, negatively affects the 
a th le te ’s endurance ca p a c ity  
during p rac tices  and games.
personal problems -- areas outside 
athletics where a coach cannot 
always monitor. These factors 
not only affect an athlete's per­
fo rm ance , but also a ffe c t the
L a c k lu s te r sports  p e r fo r ­
m ance may also be traced  to 
external factos such as nutritional 
de fic iency , in a d e q u a te  sleep.
Balancing Athletics, 
Academics, Sleep, Etc.
The life of a college athlete can 
easily get out of balance. While
(overtraining/undertraining), and, 
perhaps worst of all, a jack of time 
to unwind and enjoy college life. 
While it is unrealistic for busy coaches 
(who are overwhelmed with game
day preparations, scheduling prac­
tices, etc.) to force their athletes to 
eat better or supervise their sleep-
trying to  m ake the  g rade  a c a ­
dem ically and athletically, many 
student-athletes live a topsy-turvy, 
stress-filled existence from deficient 
sleep, improper nutrition, obsessive, 
sparse or irregular exercise habits 
the outside causes (i.e. insufficient 
sleep, inadequate nutrition) which 
led to lousy practices or games- 
and. advise ath le tes to  im prove 
these habits, to enhance sports and 
a c a d e m ic  p e rfo rm a n ce  in fhe 
future. And, by stressing nutrition and 
sleep, the coach may be indirectly 
im proving their a th le tes’ d ie tary 
and sleep habits not only during 
their college years, but long-term.
The Ideal Balanced Day 
For practical purposes, if the student- 
athlete divides a 24-hour day into 
three equal parts equaling eight, ide­
ally, a consistent goal would be: eight 
hours dedicated to academics and 
athletics; eight hours of nightly sleep; 
and eight hours of recreation. Recre­
ation is important for balance in life.
For m any ath letes, a 24-hour 
day is an inconsistent, unrealistic, 
unba lanced  m irage tha t breaks 
down like this: five or six hours of 
sleep or less (especially when pre-
SEE "ATHLETE" on p . T i
ETJAICHI.KWETO.COM
Thousands of athletes overwork their bodies everyday, not realizing 
that one day, their own bodies will retaliate against them.
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If you hear someone say 
“College students are 
only interested in partying
and getting drunk,”
Cl
l_ _ I H I
Most MSII students (59%) have never tried marijuana*
Most MSU students (86%) drink 0 - 5 drinks when they go out*
*based on the Core Survey conducted a t MSU Spring, 2003
MONTCLAIR
STATE
UNIVERSITY
T h e  State of Learning in New Jersey
MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY
n r lY il
WELLNESS ED
www.montclair.edu/wellness/wed
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Purging the Ghosts of Relationships Past
Trying to Find Joy in the Present Despite a Painful Past
By G.M. Grosso 
StaffWriter
Dear G.M.,
I've been seeing m y boyfriend 
for a  couple of months. Everything is 
going pretty well except for the fact 
that I often get nervous about our rela­
tionship. I’ve been cheated on in the 
past, and even though my boyfriend 
swears that he would never do that, 
I sometimes get overly worried that 
he will. I don’t want to overreact in 
the ways that I do, 
but I can ’t help but 
think about my past 
all the time. Is there 
anyway I can stop 
m y past re la tio n ­
ships from  d e fin ­
ing my insecurities?
~ H . F . ~
Everyone likes 
to believe that they 
can close one door 
and open another, 
all the time believing that we can 
sweep our problems under the rug. 
Unfortunate ly, life doesn ’ t .favor 
that tidy clean-up method, and we 
often have to dig into our emotions 
a little deeper than we would like to.
Being cheated on is an extremely 
unpleasant feeling. It can affect a 
person on so many different levels. On
one hand, you are extremely angry 
that anyone would violate your trust 
in that way, but on the other you 
start questioning yourself. Some 
people tend to look for fhe answers 
within the w ay they conducted 
their part of the relationship, and 
although the person who is cheated 
on is the last person who should be 
blamed, that is often where the 
b lam e ends up being p laced .
You start wondering if you gave 
enough, if you did all you could to 
keep your partner happy. No one 
should ever have to question them 
self like that, but 
it’s a natural thing 
to do. Perhaps, 
this is where your 
insecurity started 
to blossom, and 
now in your new 
r e la t io n s h ip ,  
i t ’ s swelling in 
the landscape  
of u n a ttend ed  
e m o t i o n s .
We w ou ld  
all like to forget 
some parts of our past, but unfor­
tunately we c a n ’t. .To a certain 
extent, I do believe that our past 
relationships define the way we will 
deal with our current relationship. 
Everyone has flaws, and chances 
are they've been recognized in 
our previous relationships. There is 
a possibility that we may be able
66 It ’s b a d  en o u g h
THAT YOU HAD TO GO 
THROUGH THAT 
EXPERIENCE ONCE, WHY 
WOULD YOU WANT TO 
KEEP ON RELIVING IT?
in this picture
to work on them and improve them, 
but those same flaws will make their 
nagging appearances in our new 
relationships. Also, the violations of 
trust, whether it be cheating or any 
form of abuse, may be carried with 
you many years after the experi­
ence occurred. While it’s unfair to 
b lam e your 
boyfriend 
for what 
y o u r  
ex d id , 
i t ’ s no t 
something 
that is rare. It's up 
to you to be conscious of 
it and really try to see your 
boyfriend as a different person. He 
probably isn’t the kind of guy who 
would cheat on you, and you should 
give him the benefit of the doubt. To 
persecute him for your ex's wrong 
do ing will only push him away.
If your boyfriend is trying to 
ease your insecurities by making 
you promises o f his faithfulness, 
then he is keeping up with his end 
of the bargain. You also have to 
keep up. with yours. Since you are 
aware of your fears, work on quell­
ing them. You deserve someone 
who is going to care about you 
and only you. Believe that! If you 
go^on thinking that your boyfriend 
is going to eventually tire of you 
and turn to someone else, then you 
are only perpetuating your own 
fears. Believe that you have the 
stuff to make this relationship work.
It wasn’t your fault that your 
ex had a problem'with, keeping his
eyes and hands to himself, so stop 
blaming yourself. Confidence goes 
a long way in relationships, and if 
you can find that within yourself, then 
perhaps the awful foun- 
dation that your ex laid 
1»  will deteriorate, and you 
•  can start building a new 
kind of trust with your 
current boyfriend. 
I t ’ s not easy 
to let go of the 
fear and insecu­
rities that you’ve 
acquired over the 
years, but if you let 
your past relation­
ships define the kind 
of person you are, 
then you’ll never be 
able to find happi­
ness. It’s bad enough that 
you had to go through that experi­
ence once, why would you want to 
keep on reliving it? Trust yourself and 
your new boyfriend, and maybe the 
past w on ’t disappear, but perhaps 
it will becom e a distant memory.
I’m here to answer your questions. 
If you have a dilemma like the one 
above. I'm at your service. Just e- 
mail m e at Montfeature@vahoo.com  
with the title attention G.M. Grosso. 
I look forward to hearing from you.
SO M E OF NEW YO R K 'S  M OST IN FLUEN TIAL ROLE M O DELS  
W ILL NEVER  W EAR THE YAN K EE  UN IFO RM .
NYC DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION WWW.JOINTHEBRIGHTEST.COM
Attention all Prospective and Current State Certified Teachers: Here's your chance to interview  
for the 2004-05 school year. Meet principals and representatives from schools in these 
boroughs at upcoming career fairs. All applicants must meet the NY State certification 
requirements by September 1,2004. And don't forget, new certification requirements 
went into effect February 2,2004. Visit www.higheredjiysed.gov/tcert/ for details.
In order to receive an invitation to a career fair, you must respond before March 23, by e-mailing your 
résumé and the information requested on the coupon below to careerfair@nycboe.net.
You may also fax your information to 718-935-3535 or 718-935-3166.
□  Manhattan schools: March 30, 2004, 4pm Hotel Pennsylvania (Skytop Ballroom) 
401 Seventh Ave. (at 32nd Street), New York, New York 10001
□  Queens schools: Wednesday, April 21, 2 0 0 4 ,4pm The Astoria World Manor 
25-22 Astoria Blvd. Astoria, NY 11102
FIRST NAME SSN ( Required )
HOME ADDRESS
HOME PHONE NUMBER E-MAIL ADDRESS ( Required )
STATE CERTIFIED ( check one ) ( ) NY ( ) OTHER ( please specify )
CERTIFICATION AREA(s)
EFFECTIVE DATE OF CERTIFICATION
mGomcil.orgThese career foils are for new teachers to (tie New York City Department of Education only. Currently or previously employed NYC teacheis will not be admitted to these f  À t S  I  fata- Teodieis who hove taught for New Yoik City schools in a priw experience moy apply through the Coll Bod to Taadring Program at www.jomthebnghtBst.com Appleseed
AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION/EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Pisces is a  W ater e le ­
ment. P isce s’ re c e p ­
tivity c a n  translate im o 
Dsychic energy. Pisces 
(now s all a n d  sees all 
but p ro b a b ly  w o n ’t tell 
all. W ithout b a la n ce , 
Pisces c a n  sink into the 
whirlpool of em otion.
Secrets are hard to keep and 
someone' s been trying to squeeze 
some info for qu ite  som etim e 
now. They maybe persistent, but 
you mustn’t budge one bit. Hold 
your ground and d o n ’t give in. 
Lucky Numbers: 22 -  01 -  08
%
( jp r ic o r i )
J)ec. 21-Jeo. 19
M any gifts a re  schedu led  
to  a rriv e  a t y o u r d o o rs te p . 
P eop le  re co g n ize  you r hard  
work and  w a n t to  show the ir 
gratitude. So d o n 't be shy, hold 
out your hands and rem em ber 
to  smile and  say ‘ thank you '. 
Lucky Numbers: 33 -  29 -  40
First impressions are  im p o r­
ta n t but sometimes peo p le  tend 
to  sc rew  th e m  up . I say fo r­
g ive  a n d  fo rg e t, g ive  them  a 
s e c o n d  c h a n c e . This t im e  it 
w ill be  a pos itive  e xp e rie n ce . 
Lucky Numbers: 49 -  25 -  43
Tgdrds
?\pril 2 0 - % g  2 0
Weird things have been hap ­
pening lately and  no one seems 
to  b e lie v e  you . D o n ’ t w orry  
you 're  not crazy, keep track of 
everything. In the end they will all 
realize tha t w h a t you say is true. 
Lucky Numbers: 1 6 - 0 3 - 4 0
Some people  lack faith in you, 
but yo u ’re no quitter. A t times 
it m ay seem as though you shy 
a w a y  from  oppo rtun ities , bu t 
th a t ’s not really the case. Let 
them  think and  say w h a t they 
w a n t, b u t you  kn o w  b e tte r. 
Lucky Numbers: 34 -  23 -  41
I t ’s all r igh t to  g e t a little  
crazy sometimes, bu t rem em ­
ber th a t you also have  o the r 
responsibilities. An im p o rta n t 
s trin g  o f e v e n ts  a re  a b o u t  
to  o c c u r ,  so b e  c a u t io u s .  
Lucky Numbers: 10 -  1 4 -  29
ib r a j$ e p f .  2 2 - 0 c f .  2 2
Soon y o u  w ill f in d  y o u r­
self s tuck  b e tw e e n  d ispu tes 
in w h ic h  e a c h  s ide  is using 
trickery to  win your vo te . Pay 
close a tte n tio n  a nd  d o n 't  le t 
yourse lf be  fo o le d  so easily. 
Keep your eyes and  ears open. 
Lucky Numbers: 46 -  03 -  25
Nowadays you ’re concerned 
m ore  a b o u t you r looks th a n  
a n y th in g  else. N o t a g o o d  
thing when you 're losing sight of 
the more im portant things that 
need m ore o f your a tten tion . 
Lucky Numbers: 1 2 - 0 4 - 2 8
Your advances tow ard your 
love interest m ight be just a little 
too overwhelm ing. Lay off and 
this time let them initiate con tact 
first. Sit back and relax; things are 
abou t to ge t really interesting. 
Lucky Numbers: 0 7 - 1 1  -  48
O ld faces bring a b o u t new  
smiles. An u n e x p e c te d  visitor 
from the past helps shed pght on a 
problem. Don ’ t forget to  c a f t  hup  
on old times or to  keep in con tact. 
They m ay com e in handy aga in. 
Lucky Numbers: 26 -  39 -  37
There’s never enough  tim e to  
do  anything. There are those w ho 
understand the position you 're  in 
w h ile  others d o n ’t. Try and  find 
new  ways to  c o m m u n ica te  w ith 
th e m  on your busy schedu le . 
Lucky Numbers: 20 -  14 -  16
You lack sensitivity and need to 
w a tch  w hat you say. Don't be so 
hard on people  and relax. Your 
insensitive ways will put you in a 
heap of trouble in the near future. 
Lucky Numbers: 44 — 21 — 17
Its the second largest 
state in America.
And every resident is 
struggling to get out.
It's b igger than  Texas or N ew  
York —  bu t you w o n 't find  it 
on any map. It's home to  one 
ou t o f every six ch ild ren  in 
A m erica , each trapped  w ith in  
its crue l boundaries. It's the  
sta te  o f poverty  in A m erica .
And if you w e re  poor, you 'd  
be home by now.
P O V E R T Y .
America 's forgotten state.
Catholic Campaign 2 »™^$ 
for Human Developm ent
1-800-946-4243 CONFERENCE 
ww w.povertyusa.org
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Athlete
Continued from p. 7
paring for exams); 10 or 12 hours 
spent studying, attending classes, 
sports practices and playing games 
and under sixhours for recreation.
The athlete attempting to cram 
it all into 24 hours usually comes 
out on the short end -  tired, and 
unprepared mentally or physically 
for academ ic or athletic tasks, and 
an unaware coach seeking answers 
for a disastrous practice or game.
Balancing Life With 
Enough Sleep
Researchers say teens and adults 
require seven to nine hours of sleep 
for their physical and mental well­
being. Sleep is especially essential 
for athletes for recovery between 
intense exercise, sports practices 
and games. Here are some ‘‘good 
n igh t’s sleep" tips from Parade  
Magazine (Sept. 17, 2000): Exer­
cise no later than four hours before 
bedtime and finish a big meal at 
least three hours before going to 
bed and avoid alcohol and caffein- 
ated beverages before bedtime.
Sleep researchers also recom­
mend going to bed around the 
same time and arising the same 
time each morning to create con­
sistent sleep patterns and establish 
qua lity  sleep during the night.
Balanced Nutrition 
Athletes who skip breakfast, grab just 
pizza for lunch, and have chips, soda, 
and other vending machine fare 
later due to time constraints, will be 
sluggish (due to 
low blood sugar) 
th roughou t the 
day and no doubt 
p a y  th e  p r ic e  
either in a game 
or academically.
Athletes relying 
solely on perfor­
m ance-enhanc­
ing supplements 
(i.e. sports bars) 
instead of nutri- 
t i o u s m e a ls  
are also short­
changing themselves health-wise.
Sports nutritionists and  a th ­
letic trainers emphasize adequate 
water intake -  the basic nutrient 
for bod ily  functions, especia lly  
during p rac tices  and  gam es -  
even more so during hot weather. 
Sports nutritionist, Nancy Clark, M.S., 
R.D., author of Nancy Clark’s Sports 
Nutrition Guidebook (Human Kinet­
ics Publishers, Inc., 1997), says,“ Eight 
glasses of water might be adequate 
for a sedentary person, but it is prob­
ably too little for many athletes.
Water is also necessary for pro­
moting muscle growth". In fact, 
protein synthesis is increased when 
the muscles are fully hydrated.".
Athletes should note tha t an 
easy gauge for adequate hydra­
tion before and after practices or 
games is simply by checking their 
urine color, which should be clear or 
light-colored (not deep yellow) and 
nearly odorless.
O ther fa c ­
tors for balanced 
sports n u tr it io n  
in c lu d e  a m p le  
amounts of daily 
p ro te in  (m eat, 
fish, eggs, nuts, 
s e e d s ,  m ilk ,  
cheese, yogurt, 
soy); h igh-fiber, 
n u tr ie n t-d e n s e  
c a rb o h y d ra te s  
(fru its, v e g e ta ­
bles, brown rice, 
oa tm ea l, w h o le -w hea t bread., 
beans); and beneficial fats found 
in fish, olive oil, nuts and seeds.
Balancing Workouts, Sports, and 
Avoiding Overtraining 
It is imperative to balance exer­
cise and sports to avo id  over­
tra in in g  prob lem s cause d  by 
the a lready excessive physical 
demands on the body during the 
season from practices and games.
A b a la n ce d  w e igh t tra in ing 
program, for exam ple, includes 
training all muscle groups each 
w e ek  b e fo re  and  du ring  the  
season and allows enough recov­
ery time between training sessions.
"Overtraining occurs when you 
exercise so much and so hard 
th a t your body c a n ’ t properly 
recover. Consequently, it starts 
breaking down more tissue than 
it builds. The first sign of overtrain­
ing is a drop in performance. You 
can ’t lift as much weight, run as 
fast or as long, walk without get­
ting w inded," says Cliff Sheats, 
author of Lean Bodies Total Fitness 
(Summit Publishing Group, 1995).
Sheats mentions o ther over­
training signs including weight loss, 
fatigue, sleep problems, decreased 
appetite, e levated resting heart 
rate, and a weakened immune 
system (resulting in colds and infec­
tion), while Dr. Mauro Di Pasquale, 
author of The Anabolic Diet (Opti­
mum Training Systems, 1995), has 
observed add itiona l overtra in­
ing symptoms including depres­
sion, irritability, loss of motivation, 
increasing soreness, bowel prob­
lems, and lymph node swelling.
In Conclusion
Optimal athletic and academic 
perform ance is enhanced by a 
ba lanced lifestyle tha t includes 
ba lanc ing  workouts, ba lanced  
nutrition; ba lanced sleep habits; 
b a la n c in g  school hours; and, 
of course, ba lancing free time.
By following a balanced life­
style, athletes will benefit the team 
and themselves in the long run.
66 A lso , for
ATHLETES SEEKING TO 
BUILD MUSCLE, IT IS 
SLEEP THAT ACTUALLY 
HELPS MUSCLES GET 
BIGGER BETWEEN 
WORKOUTS. 99
Pharm Fest 2004
Thursday, March 25 
Montclair State University 
Student Center
Program begins at 9:30 AM 
Career Expo/Fair from 2-4 PM
A daylong program designed to 
inform students and the local 
community o f the opportunities for 
diverse careers in the industry.
For more information and to 
register*, please visit: 
http://www.montclair.edu/ 
careerservic.es/pharmfest/ ■ 
pharmfest.htm
*no registration required for Career 
Expo/Fair portion o f  event
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Peer counseling, Information and Referrals.
Drop in or call 973-655-5271!
We’re located between 
Richardson Hall and 
the Student Center.
You can’t miss us!
MONTCLAIR
STATE
UNIVERSITY
The State o f Learning in New Jersey
The Drop-In 
Center
*V' / g
s in
MSU STUDENTS HELPING MSU STUDENTS 
FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS. 
www.montclair.edu\wellness\dropin
supported by:
MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY
" i r l
WELLNESS SERVICES
' l « a> ju p p
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MSU Raves Over British Comedy
Theatre Department Brings Us Back to 1775 Old England
By Disha Harjani 
Assistant Feature Editor
the Rivals 
Fox Theater 
MSU
Once again, the MSU Theatre D epartm ent shows o ff ifs tremendous talent in its most 
recent production -  The Rivals. As 
a ploy set in 1775 in old Britain, The 
Rivals portrayed a clear picture of 
the lifestyle in those days. If you were 
one of the many people who went 
to witness this comedy, you know 
that the stage, costumes, makeup, 
accents, and behaviors dep icted 
the timé period in a very elegant 
fashion. “ In the beginning of Act I, it 
was hard to follow the story plot due 
to the fancy lan­
guage” said-Eileen 
Yepez, a junior and 
a theatre major at 
MSU, "b u t a fte r  
a while, the p lot 
began to unravel 
very nicely."
What the audi­
ence raved about 
in this com edy of 
twisted plots was, 
the actors' use of language. At first, 
one would probably need a d ic­
tionary to decipher the words being 
played around with.
However, it took no longer than 
10 m inutes for the a ud ien ce  to
comprehend that the words aren't 
meant to be taken seriously, and that 
the humor presents itself in the most 
subtle actions. The remarkable use 
of accents maintained the ‘realism’ 
of that era. I would go so far as to 
call it, flawless.
But this accomplishment did not 
com e easy to the actors. Diane 
Zaremba, an adjunct in the Theatre 
and Dance D epartm ent a t MSU 
took upon the role of Vocal Coach 
and began training the actors with 
dialects from day one. "She brought 
us dialect tapes,” said Gia McGone, 
a junior in the theatre BFA program, 
who played the lead role of the zesty 
Lydia Languish, “and for six weeks we 
did exercises, and practiced day in 
and day out with them."
The tone of voice, which I deemed 
rather exaggerated, worked well with 
such accents. If exaggeration was 
not used, no one in the audience 
would have understood the differ­
ence betw een the 
humorous and seri­
ous line. So how did 
the actors succeed 
in decoding the age- 
o ld la ngua ge  and 
hidden teases?
Well, they were left 
in the hands of the 
one adjunct professor 
whose experience in 
Shakespeare is tre­
mendous. John Basil is the Produc­
ing Artistic Director and founding 
member of American Globe The­
atre, where he has directed many 
of Shakespeare's worlds, some of 
which include: MacBeth, Hamlet,
66 W h a t  t h e
AUDIENCE RAVED ABOUT 
IN THIS COMEDY OF 
TWISTED PLOTS WAS THE 
ACTORS’ USE OF
LANGUAGE.99
COURTESY OF DAVID HOLLANDER
Gia McGlone and Jon C. Hoche prove once again that the comedy of 
love never ages.
The Winter's Tale, King Lear, Romeo 
& Juliet, As You Like it, and Much 
Ado About Nothing. He has directed 
works of great diversity, from Richard 
III and The Two Gentlemen of Verona 
to proposals and Candida.
His d y n a m ic  
and upbeat Play­
ing Shakespeare 
Series con tin ues  
to en ligh ten  and 
inspire actors across 
the nation. "Work­
ing with John was 
such an honor,"
M cG lone said o f 
Basil. "He knows 
so much about the 
techniques. He is 
warm and uplifting in his ways of 
directing. When he sees you messing 
up, he will let you know exactly what 
you need to hear to make yourself 
a better actor.” The best part of the 
entire show was the costumes. It was 
as though the clothes in the play did 
most of fhe talking.
The make-up was fabulous as 
well. If was interesting to see how 
characters in the play wore different 
outfits to show their status level in the 
society of those times. The color­
ful costumes worked great against 
the pink/violet set. The clever thing 
about the set was that every time 
they w anted to show a different 
venue, a different curtain was pulled
down in the background.
This way, they made good use 
of the space on the stage. When it 
comes to choosing the most enter­
taining character on the stage, the 
audience will join me in hailing the 
c h a ra c te r o f Mrs. 
M alaprop, p layed 
by Tara Henderson.
As a strict, over- 
th e - to p , m id d le - 
aged wom an with 
little sense of vocab­
ulary, Mrs. Malaprop 
portrayed a person­
a lity tha t c rea ted  
roars o f la u g h te r 
in the Fox Theatre. 
Henderson, a senior 
in the BFA acting program, gets the 
vote for the most humorous role 
played by an actor in The Rivals.
Overall, the play was wonderful. 
Its sense of com edy was subtle at 
times, but just that aspect of it made 
the play interesting. The actors were 
able to hold our attention with their 
use of language and actions.
It was a very controlled environ­
ment, which made me, as an audi­
ence member, feel secure of the 
fact that this play was going to be 
free of hassles, and that it would be 
just magnificent. The Rivals attracted 
more than a hundred people every 
night. It made its debut on Feb. 19 
and had its last showing on Feb 28.
1
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COMEDY WAS SUBTLE AT 
TIMES, BUT JUST THAT 
ASPECT OF IT MADE IT
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City of God is More 
Than Meets the Eye
By Kadijah Basir
Assistant Arts and Entertainment Editor
City of God 
Femando Metales 
Mkamaxfítms
Enter the world of youth, struggle, 
strength, and fight to get out of hell. 
This was the world that existed for 
most in the captivating film City of 
God directed by the up-and-coming 
Fernando Meirelles. The ‘City of God' 
refers to the world’s 
largest notoriously 
named slum in Rio 
de Janeiro.
The life of these 
youths is unwanted 
and untouched by 
the rest of society, as 
they are left only to 
fend for themselves.
Most are lucky to 
make it to their twen­
tieth birthday. The 
story is told by a young man named 
Rocket (Alexandre Rodrigues), whose 
ambition is to become a photogra­
pher and escape the slums.
The movie's timeline spans from 
the 60s to the early 80s and follows 
the life-and-death lifestyle which 
consumes the young men's lives on
a daily basis, The inescapable cin­
em atic photography had all eyes 
locked to the screen, as it depicted 
the men’s real life experience living in 
slums lured by lush temptations, such 
as drugs and violence.
It d idn 't make it any better that 
not even the police were depend­
able.
The corrupt cops were an acces­
sory to the part of these young delin­
quent lives, driving them to not even 
know the difference between life 
and survival. The crooked police only 
made a visit into the "City of God" 
to help kill the youth or embezzle 
their drug invested money. From the 
beginning, Rocket was able to tell the 
tale of their early start. He walked the 
aud ience  through 
the early comings 
o f y o u n g  thugs , 
some as young as 
10-years-old.
The two in partic­
ular, Lil’Ze (Leandro 
Frimino da hora) a 
trigger happy, power 
control freak and his 
confidant Benny, the 
cooler more outgo­
ing playboy, were in 
the center of it all.
They had their start together as 
kids, as they made their way to the 
top of the drug world, controlling 
everything by the age of 18.
During this time, things began to 
go crazy as Lil’Ze has a power trip.
S ee  " C I T Y ”  O n  p . 1 4
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YOUTHS IS UNWANTED 
AND UNTOUCHED BY THE 
REST OF SOCIETY, AS 
THEY ARE LEFT ONLY TO
FEND FOR
THEMSELVES.99
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Trading Spaces Knows Best
By Brill Bundy 
Courtesy of KRT Campus
People don ’t know w hat they want. Really. Just ask the "Trad­ing Spaces" designers who ride 
into town in a giant white truck to 
spend two days sharing their interior 
design knowledge with “ lucky" hom­
eowners.
“ Nobody knows what they really 
want ..." designer Doug Wilson tells 
the William S. Paley Festival audience 
in Los Angeles, Thursday night.
“ ... or they would have done it 
by now,” concludes fellow designer 
Hilda Santo-Tomas.
Indeed, while regular viewers of 
TLC’s hit show based on the ingenious 
premise of having two sets of 
neighbors switch houses for 
two days and redecorate a 
room on a budget of $1,000 
with the help of a professional 
designer and shared car­
penter are used to seeing 
the designers c o n tra ­
d ict every single thing 
the neighbors insist their 
pals do and don 't want j 
done, the cast says 
they don 't deliberately 
go out of their way to 
be difficult.
"We're set up for a 
fall before we even go 
into the show,” says Wilson, 
noting that they base their 
designs on pre-interviews 
and photographs of the 
room . However, w hen 
they arrive six weeks later 
to film everyone has had 
tim e to  consider w ha t 
they really want, invari­ ATLANTAHOMESHOW.COM
ably deciding it's the exact opposite 
of what they've already committed 
themselves to.
Host Paige Davis also notes that 
when asked what athey want for 
themselves or thaeir neighbors, the 
response is always the same: "more 
c o lo r... some storage.”
“ Quite often the neighbors don’t 
bring a lot to the table," Wilson says 
about why the designers have to 
lead the charge even when their 
ideas are unpopular.
And time really is of the essence. 
The individual scenes tha t make 
up the show and comprise only a 
few minutes can take 90 minutes to 
shoot; Day 1 begins a t 8 a.m. and 
goes to approximately 7 p.m.; Day 
2 begins around 8:30 or 9 and the 
production crew wants things 
ready for the designer ch a t 
that occurs before the climactic 
reveal to take place by 4 p.m. 
In addition to dealing with 
the projects themselves, 
the mechanics of the 
show also have to 
i  ta ke  th ings in to  
consideration like 
w eather, p lanes 
fly in g  o ve rh e a d  
and, accord ing to 
Wilson, "ne ighbors 
having garage sales 
beca use  th e y ’ re 
pissed off that they 
weren’t chosen.”
Not that the more 
traumatic rooms (Santo- 
Tomas’ hay-covered walls, 
W ilson’ s cove rin g  o f a 
firep lace tha t caused a 
woman to burst into tears) 
have kept anyone away
City
Continued from p. 13
and feels the need to take over every 
drug station and women around.
He then messes with the wrong 
man. Knock out Ned: (Seu Jorge), 
who was innocently passing by with 
his Lady.
After Lil’Ze has his way with her, 
Ned is tempted to take revenge into 
his hands without realizing he has 
added himself to the death list. This 
then becomes a full out war against 
both  sides and 
a fte r aw hile , 
both sides lose 
all sense o f 
time, feeling 
a n d  reason 
for their killing 
spree on 
o n e
another.
Throughout all this, young Rocket 
is able to capture it all through the 
lens of his camera.
He answered his calling knowing 
that he could enclose all the action 
through one snap of the camera and 
expose the reality that is the slums of 
‘City of God."
Next time you make note to visit 
the beauteous Rio de Janeiro, take 
note tha t it’s not all beaches 
and beauty, but everyday 
life for the youths that is 
nothing but a struggle to 
get out of the slums. .
COURTESY OF MIRAMAX.COM
The beaches of Rio de Janiero is just a small part of the ‘City of God’. 
Life, love, and loss is an even greater aspect of youths in Brazil.
from offering up their own design 
challenges. Currently, over 300 appli­
cations are received each day via 
the Web.
While those who participate on 
the show usually seem most happy 
when they pull Frank Bielec (known 
for folksy theme rooms) ¡to make over 
their room, the cast has different 
ideas. -
Both Davis and Santo-Tomas both
choose Wilson, who, according to 
Santo-Tomas, “we could tell him what 
to do."
“She so stole that line from me," 
he replies.
Carpenter Carter Oosterhouse 
says that his choice “would be good 
Hildi," causing the designer to laugh 
and assure him, “ I would spend more 
than $1,000 and I'd do what I do for 
clienfs who are friends.”
A r ts  C a len d ar
%...............................
C o n c e rt &  T h e a te r  C a len d ar
THREE DAYS GRACE 
BOWERY BALLR O O M  
CYNDILAUPER 
TO W N  HALL
TANTRIC 
IRVING PLAZA 
INDIGO GIRLS 
R A D IO  CITY MUSIC HALL
THE COFFIN DAGGERS 
C .B .G .B .
HELICOPTER HELICOPTER 
LU N A LOUNGE
BRITISH SEA POWER 
BOWERY B ALLR O O M  
DAVY JONES 
QE2
THE B U C K  DAHLIA MURDER 
KNITTING FACTORY 
DAN BERN 
JO E ’S PUB
THE LAST SHOW 
LUNA LOUNGE 
THE LIVING END 
IRVING PLAZA
MURPHY'S LAW. 
THE CONTINENTAL 
THE VINES 
IRVING PLAZA
M ovie Releases
SECRET WINDOW -  DIR: D AVID  KOEPP- JO H N N Y  
DEPP, JO H N  TURTURRO, M A R IA  BELLO 
SPARTAN- DIR:DAVID  M A M E T- VAL KILMER, ED 
O 'NEILL, TIA TEXADA
A lbum  Releases''■*..........
M etal: 36 Crazyfists- A Snow C a p p e d  Rom ance  
Rock: Godsmack-The Other Side 
Rap: Cassidy-Split Personality 
Rock: A.F.I.-5/hg The Sorrow
Tigerlity only lists events for th a t w eek (from the Thursday w e  co m e  out to  the  follow ing W ednesday). For your even t to  ge t
listed, it must reach us by the Tuesday before  w e  com e  out.
Be sure to  inc lude the  nam e o f the event (who's perform ing) w here it's be ing held, a n d  the  exact d a te  it ’s happening.
Send all in form ation to  the follow ing e-mdil address: ■
monta rts@ya hoo. com
.Over the weekend, MSU Players Theater, underneath the 
direction of M ichael Firinerty, performed a production of William 
Shakespeare's; M acbeth. The story is about a Nobleman who 
becomes the King of Scotland through greed; murder, and the 
need for power.
MSU Players I
9HÜ
■ ALL PHOTOS ABOVE BYSTEVE MILLER/THEMONTCL
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Sponsored  b y  The Career  Development Center 
morehead Hall, room  3 3 7  
Phone: 9 7 3 .6 5 5 .5 1 9 4  
Fax: 9 7 3 .6 5 5 .7 9 7 9
For  details a n d  to lear n  a b o u t  the 5 5 +  participating  c o m p a n ie s ,
P L E A S E  V IS IT :
w w w .m ontclair .e d u / C a r e e r S er v ic es
M O N T C L A IR  
STA TE  
U N IV E R S IT Y  
S t u d e n t  C e n t e r  
Ba l l r o o m s  a , b , & C  
A PR IL  1 , 2 0 0 4  
1 0 :0 0 a m  - 2 :0 0 pm
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ART • DANCE • M USIC  • THEATRE - ART • DANCE M USIC  • THEATRE • ART • DANCE • M USIC THEATRE
Discover 
The Arts At
MSU!
MSU Students See Events at NO CHARGE!
(Undergraduates covered through Performing Arts Fee)
Department of Theatre 
and Dance
Working
by Stephen Schwartz and Nina Faso 
This rock musical paints a vivid portrait of America’s 
hardworking men and women--their joys, sorrows, hopes 
and dreams. With songs by Stephen Schwartz (Pippin, 
Godspell), James Taylor, and many others, this musical 
speaks to the very soul of the American character.
March 25, 26, 27, 31 and April 1, 2, 3 at 8 pm 
March 28 at 2 pm, April 2 at 1 pm 
L. Howard Fox Studio Theatre
Department of Music
Music at Montclair
Coming Soon...
Orpheus Chamber Orchestra with
bassist Edgar Meyer
March 23
MSU Jazz Ensembles 
featuring Andy Fusco, sax 
March 25
Faculty Recital: Jeff Kunkel Jazz Trio
March 27 
...and much more.
See www.musicatmontclair.com for a complete listing of events.
Great Events
Spirit of Ireland
Young champion dancers and world-class musicians shine 
in Ireland’s most original and authentic international 
success story.
March 20, 8pm 
Memorial Auditorium
MSU Art Galleries
OnJOff and Over the Edge, 
Contemporary Impressions in 
Printmaking
Showcasing a virtual kaleidoscope of processes in 
contemporary printmaking, this exhibition is presented in 
conjunction with theSouthem Graphics Print Council’s 
Annual Conference.
March 12 through April 12 
March 19 & April 2, Printmaking Workshops for  
Children and Adults
The Art Galleries, Life Hall 
(next to Memorial Auditorium)
Hours: Monday-Friday 10am to 5 pm, 
Saturday 11am to 4pm
MONTCLAIR
STATE
UNIVERSITY
Call The Box Office NOW! 
973.655.5112 • Seats Are Limited!
• DISnW  • 3DNVQ • 1H V • 3Ü 1V 3H 1 • D lSflW  • 33N V Q  • ±H V • 3H 1V3H 1 • O lS flW  • 3DNVQ  • ±H V  • 3H 1V3H 1
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Phil Anselmo Ignites Pantera Break-up
By Lisa Panzariello 
Arts and Entertainment Editor
That's all folks. It’s official, Pantera broke up. The cowboys, from hell finally made their last path 
through the fiery depths and just rode 
their separate ways.
Looking back, fans were prob­
ably not at all surprised about the 
departure.
Maybe it all started with The Best 
Of Pantera album that was released 
in 2003, or it cou ld ’ve been their 
weak previous album, Reinventing 
The Steel. Although my guess would 
have to be lead singer, Phil Anselmo’s 
immature behavior and absence to 
anything that had to do with Pantera, 
because his side projects were “more 
his speed."
Everyone knew when Phil go t 
together with his New Orleans bud­
dies, Down, Pantera was halfway 
out the door. The 
g iant hint for the 
band’s demise was 
when he started 
bad mouthing his 
first band by calling 
them "sell outs.”
It also d id n ’ t 
h e lp  w h e n  he 
said V innie Paul 
{ th e  d ru m m e r  
and. co -fo u n d e r 
of Pantera), “ is a 
h ip p o p o ta m u s  
trapped in a m an’s body" live on 
stage in front of fans all over the 
country. Even when Anselmo said the 
band wasn’t breaking up and that 
they’re in it for life, people knew he
was lying because everyone knew 
the ex heroin addict was too busy 
with his laundry list of side projects to 
worry about the number one 
band who made it possible 
for him to even get recog­
nition for other bands.
Thanks 
to  Phil's 
drunken 
r a m ­
b l in g s
live  on stage this just 
m ade it tha t much easier for 
Dimebag (guitarist and founder) and 
Vinnie to start another band without 
Anselmo.
This time, however, they were lying 
and saying that Damageplan wasn't 
a side project, but a new band they 
were re-grouping because they 
missed being out on the road and 
playing in front of fans all over the 
nation, and who can blame them?
We miss them, I think, more than 
they miss us.
Honestly, I'm 
getting a bit sick 
o f seeing Phil’ s 
fa c e  over basi­
c a lly  a n y th in g  
that has anything 
to do with death 
or black metal.
Don't get me 
wrong; I’m as big 
a fan of Phil as the 
next guy. I have 
been since I was 
9-years-old, but he’s growing sicker 
and more drug add ic ted  by the 
second and it's just getting sad.
He's even having flack with his 
first side band Down, and his other
mainstregm one, Superjoint Ritual, 
was creating album after album and 
fans leaving fans to wonder if Pantera 
was an afterthought to him, or it was 
truly over for the Texas band. 
Honestly, I think Damage- 
plan is a breath of fresh 
a ir to  m ost 
P a n te ra  
f a n s .  
Granted, 
t h e y ' re  
not com ing around right 
away, but until then, fans can 
listen to New Found Power, Dam- 
ageplan’s brand new album off on 
Elektra Records.
Here is the same label that put 
money in Pantera’s pockets eons 
ago. One thing tha t boggles my 
mind is how Damageplan is trying to 
go in the same direction as Pantera 
did. First thing tha t irks me is the 
nam e of the album  New Found 
Power. It's understandable why they 
picked that title, they’re starting a 
new band and they’re not listening 
to Phil’s drunken ramblings and all, 
but also it sounds incredibly.similar 
to Pantera’s second album, Vulgar 
Display Of Power released in 1992. 
Another thing I spotted, which I’m 
positive other bands did as well, was 
that the new singer Patrick Lachman 
sounds very similar to Phil Anselmo's 
guttural vocals.
I'm forgiving the band for this only 
because I miss hearing them and I 
know I'm not alone.
Phil, however, is going to take a 
little more convincing if he wants 
to get into good graces with fans 
like myself since he abandoned  
the band that made him who he is
COURTESY OF DAMAGEPUN.COM
Dimebag Darrell and brother, Vinnie 
Paul go on with their musical lives 
with new band, Damageplan.
today. Stopping heroin and opening 
his eyes when someone is speaking 
to him is a good start: In regards to 
Damageplan, more power to them, 
they're sure to be successful. Maybe 
not Pantera successful, but enough 
to keep them busy and happy, which 
is what everyone wants to see.
It’s abou t time a m etal band 
climbed through the wood work and 
finalized the demise of bad metal.
66 H o n e s t l y , I’m
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Thursday, March 11
Lawrence Welk 1903 
Sam Donaldson 1934 
Douglas Adam s 1952 
Vinnie Paul 1965 
Thora Birch 1982
Friday, March *12
Sunday, March 14
Albert Einstein 1879 
Frank Borman 1928 
M ichael Caine 1933 
Q uincy Jones 1933 
Billy Crystal 1947 
Taylor Hanson 1983 
Cherilyn Sajorda 1983
Jack Kerouac 1922 
Barbara Feldon 1941 
Andrew  Young 1932 
Liza Minnelli 1946 
James Taylor 1948 
Darryl Strawberry 1962 
Christina Hilbigl 978
Saturday, March 13
William Casey 1913 
Neil Sedaka 1939 
William H. M acy  1950 
Dana Delany 1956 
A dam  C layton 1960 
Will Clark 1964
Monday, March 15
Andrew  Jackson 1767 
Phil Lesh 1940 
Sly Stone 1944 
Fabio 1962 
Mark Hoppus 1972
Tuesday, March 16
James Madison 1751 
Pat Nixon 1921 
Jerry Lewis 1946 
Erik Estrada 1949 
Kevin Todd Smith 1963 
Carlie Brucia 1992
■ Know someone who’s celebrating a birthday soon? What else says "Happy 
Birthday" (op a very limited budget) better than getting your friend’s name in the 
paper? Email montarts@yahoo.com with the birthday kid’s full name and year of birth 
at least a week before the date and let them know you really care. Even though 
you may be really poor:
Radio
dead , man walking,” said shock 
grd Stern last week in regards to 
end to his radio show. Techni­
cally, the show isn’t over, but Stern does feel 
the demise is drawing near. Rumor has it that 
Stern's show will be on satellite radio once it 
hits airwaves. 1 -
Music
Soul singer, Luther Vandross 
awards from NAACP In~t - 1 3s
unable to attend due to com pliccH K from 
a stroke he suffered last year. Thelawards 
show meshed together politics and artists of 
color from all over the nation. •
Movies
Singer David Crosby, co-founder of Byrds 
and Crosby, Stills and Nash, was arrested 
on Saturday after police charged him with 
marijuana and a criminal possesion of a gun. 
He was arrested at 1 a.m. in a Time’s Square 
otel.
C o m J H H |  Panzariello from  cnn.com
V
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“Chartering” Progress
DOMINIQUE WILSON /THEMONTCLARION
The battle c&$veen a hopeful Christian organization and the Student 
Government Association (SGA) may finally be over. Put down you 're note-: 
pads, law textbooks and .gavels, it's over. But after the trail o f back and: 
forth rah tih^  Q iW d l and retorting, what really has been resolved?
J Campus Crusades for Christ (CCC) has been recognized by the: 
University and is now able to function on campus, holding responsibilities: 
similar to a  Class III organization, without holding charter.
The initial bill that ended up unsuccessful^ CCC resulted into a  domino: 
e ffect of legal action and University, reaction. After 
months of debate, CCC's.recognitionwas achieved.
Obviously, with a large gay community a t MSU and 
the ideals of CCC not in accordance with that particular 
type of lifestyle, there was a clash of differences in having 
an organization some deemed as "discriminatory." The
I% ih g % g ^a c tio n ^a s % b |n  the air for some time as/, e CCC believed they were discriminated against... first amendment rights, such as freedom o f speech 
and religion, were aspects o f their argument to be 
chartered. For months, it seemed like the CCC gave 
up and the case was closed regardless of the public 
announcement: that they sought for legal counsel.:
Continuing their fight did.not falter and by the end 
o f February, CCC had the ability to promote, hold meetings and recruit 
members. Persistence seems to  pay off, yet the whole battle to  get on 
campus was long and drawn out. Yet, on the SGA^s side o f  things, it seemed 
r that their actions were justified.
it was noted in a letter written by Dr. Karen Pennington, Vice President 
of Student Development and Campus life , that CCC requested a charter 
“several times.” The word “several”  is "an indefinite number more that 
two and few than many." CCC went up for a  charter twice. According 
to SGA President Jacob V. Hudnut, CCC went to the SGA in February
but in actuality, the bill was only submitted and did not go: through to •the' 
legislature.
The SGA'sruling, whichstemmed from SGA President Jacob V. Hudnufs 
veto last October pointed out how the CCC’s “ lack of organization (The I 
M o n fc la r io i^ lc t 23,2C03J" led to  the failed bill, the SGA showed signs o f ■; 
disbelief in, CCC being ready for their charter, rludnur believed that the 
CCC wanted the charter handed to them on a silver platter. It is true CCC 
only tried twice, but how much is too much?
. _ Administration knew .about :MudnHt’4'vofo. .and, his,- 
reasons. The Urriveisity previously stated lhal Ihey would 
not get in the middle of the debate. But now in Febru­
ary it is the University themselves who got in the middle, 
taking CCC under their wring.
Was it as simple as a  lawsuit that changed the 
administration’s tune? There was no opposition on their 
part and the fear o f being sued presumably played a 
role in this final decision.
The point of this is simple -  semantics by the SGA, I 
CCC and MSU has left everyone else on campus not 
caring two pieces of excrement about the issue; The 
stench that arises from the pile left on the ground leaves 
no one happy about the ertd result.
When it comes down to its essence, the results will be brought up again 
for debate and examined. In the end. CCC eventually got recognized, 
and possible speculations of charterment may come up in the next fall 
semester.
So what was the point o f this hellish display of politics? Semantics I say, | 
semantics is the hole that had been dug into. Hudnut said in the Oct. 23, 
issue o f The Montclarion, it was due to  “ their presentation.” But was the 
presentation o f a  lawsuit the motivation to have CCC here? Once again, 
money talks and...you know the rest.
6 *  T he battle betw een  
a  ho peful  C hristian
ORGANIZATION AND THE 
SGA ...MAY FINALLY BE 
OVER...WHAT REALLY HAS 
BEEN RESOLVED? 99
The Voice of Montclair State University
How Do You Feel 
About The Gap Girls Incident?
“The Greeks on this campus and 
everywhere do not own the 
Greek alphabet. Quite fitting 
for a group of such backwards 
Individuals fo declare that they 
have ownership of letters. ” 
Joshua Weinstein, history, 
secon d  ye a r
“I feel the entire situation is a 
bit ridiculous, considering the 
intentions of these girls were 
probably not malicious at any 
point. I mean, does this all mean 
my girlfriend poses as a brother 
in my fraternity when she wears 
my letters?”
R ichard Fuchs, music, 
second ye a r
support GAP!”
Tim G alan, music education, 
firs t ye a r
H o w  Do 
You Feel 
About Canopus 
Crusades for 
Christ Gaining 
University 
Recognition?
C a ll 9 7 3 ^6 5 5 -5 2 4 1 o r em ail 
M on tOpinion@ yahoo.com. : ■ 
to respond.
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Viewpoint - .
Bush Has Right to Print 
Sept. 11 Campaign Ads
War Against Terrorism is a Fit Reason for Re-Election
And so the Presidential Primary season winds down as it does every four years.
And so the season begins 
for the heavy-hitting bar­
rage of cam paign ads fo 
surface and dominate the 
airwaves and talking points 
of pundits and op-ed writers 
nationwide.
This is the tim e where 
the important issues come 
to the front seat, and we 
see the true colors of the 
Democrats and what they 
stand for.
President Bush just began airing 
his first wave of ads invoking images 
of September 11, to the dismay of a 
handful of critics.
The Democrats are crying afoul 
(as they seem to prefer to do rather 
than debate), saying it’s unfair and 
tasteless for the President to run on 
this issue.
Well, why shouldn't he? Why 
shouldn't he run on the single most 
historic event that defined this era? 
John Kerry is doing the same thing in 
Iowa and New Hampshire.
Recently Kerry ran an ad of the 
similar nostalgia and emotion, begin­
ning with a voice over of a young 
Kerry saying, “ (H]ow do you ask a 
man to be the last man to die in Viet­
nam? How do you ask a man to be 
the last man to die for a mistake?” 
This is over the backdrop of 
helicopter propellers thudding in the 
background. Over 50,000 American 
boys died for that “ mistake,” but 
nobody is complaining about Keiry 
politicizing Vietnam. I’m not even
complaining about it, he has every 
right to run on it.
The only thing I have a 
problem with, however, is 
how this illustrates a long 
history o f Senator Kerry 
saying one thing, and doing 
another.
What is really going on is 
that the Democrats are in 
disarray right now because 
Bush is taking advantage 
of his strong leadership in 
uncertain times.
He is picking up the ball 
and fighting international 
terrorism head-on, in the wake of 
eight years of a Democratic White 
House stranglehold which saw the 
dismantling of the CIA, and the liaise- 
fare approach to national security 
which helped gestate the interna­
tional terrorists we face today.
The D e m o ­
cra ts  have  no 
plan to fight ter­
rorism. Instead 
they only know 
how to appease 
and ignore, and 
to  k e e p  th e  
American people 
vulnerable.
Hell, if I were 
a D e m ocra t, I 
w o u ld n 't  w a n t 
Bush to  run on 
his strong w a r­
time leadership 
either.
But I'm not.
I am an A m erican , and my 
num ber one concern is national
security. I am pragmatic, and ratio­
nal-minded, and I understand that 
terrorists are not afraid to attack, and 
to attack hard. I saw this on Sept. 11, 
and unlike many other Americans, I 
never forgot it.
President Bush’s ads pay testa­
ment not only to his leadership but 
also to the memory of the people 
killed on that dreadful day.
The images of rubble, waving 
American flags, and firefighters are 
somber and heartening, and give 
us all a chance to reflect and honor 
those brave men lost.
M ichael Moran, the firefighter 
who lost his brother on Sept. 11 and 
gained national m edia attention 
after telling Osama bin Laden to kiss 
his “ royal Irish ass," at a post-attack 
rally supports these ads, and supports 
the President.
The firefighters and police offi­
cers w ho p e r­
ished tha t day, 
says M o ra n , 
were, “ the first 
casualties in the 
war against ter­
rorism."
These adver­
tisements are a 
tribu te  to  the ir 
b ra v e ry  a n d  
sa c r if ic e , and  
the subsequent 
leadership which 
followed.
Moran’s senti­
ments were echoed by Debra Burl­
ingame, whose brother was pilot of 
the plane that the.hijackers. “These 
images honor those whose lives were 
lost,” she said.
Also surfacing to support the 
President is New York City Mayor 
Michael Bloomberg and the Mayor 
who presided over the attacks, the 
venerable Rudy Giuliani.
Sept. 11 changed the United 
States and the course of public policy 
forever. It shaped this era and ulti­
mately is still defining the Presidency 
of Bush. Anytime an incumbent is 
up for reelection, his record should 
always be an issue, be it advanta­
geous for the incumbent or not.
Do you think FDR ran for reelec­
tion without campaigning on World 
War II? No, he didn't. Do you think 
Abraham Lincoln cam paigned for 
reelection without invoking the Civil 
War? He would've been a fool not 
to. The big problem Democrats have 
is the fact that this issue is advanta­
geous for Bush.
Instead of debating the issue, 
they are just whining about it. I guess 
that’s what happens when you have 
no real ideas. All you can do is com ­
plain and attack.
John Cascarono, a political science 
major, is in his second year as a 
columnist for The Montclarion.
I  J H  .I r  Kstowte
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DEFINING THE PRESIDENCY
of Bush. 99
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Statistics of
the Week:
14,673
Estimated
Students
at
Montclair
State
University
51,480
Estimated 
Students at 
Rutgers 
University 
(All three 
campuses)
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Is rae l,the  Land 
of Bank Bandits
After reading the Feb. 26 Asso- 
c ia te d  Press report from Jeru­
salem, and the New York limes 
article of the same date about 
“ Israeli forces bursting into Pales­
tinian banks in Ramallah....corral­
ling employees, covering security 
cam eras and  seizing a t least 
$6.7 million in an unprecedented 
raid...." I thought that Af Capone 
is back, alive and well, but in the 
Middle East.
This time, he quintessentially fits 
with the land-robbers and target- 
assassinators of the Sharon-Mofaz- 
Netanyahou and Com pany of 
Israel.
The abo ve  m entioned  trio 
forms the pillars of the most fascist, 
terroristic outcast of a state on the 
surface of the planet today.
Until our misadventure in Iraq, 
upon the urging of the Zionist 
clique around the president,- this 
miscast of a  country has been 
the only country in the  world  
which specializes in the brutal 
occupation of other people, the 
Palestinians.
For more than 36 years, it has 
been subjugating Palestinians, 
hum ilia ting them , imprisoning 
them, demolishing their homes, 
closing their schools and universi­
ties, eradicating their orchards 
and last but not least, erecting an 
apartheid wall which would, by 
United Nations estimate, steal an 
additional 15 percent of thé West 
Bank and separate 670,000 Pal­
estinians from their farms, schools 
and jobs.
If is indeed very fitting for a 
government who has all of these 
humane accomplishments to  add 
the only thing left of a gangster:
bank robbery!
W hat’s really amazing, is the 
boldness, and the savagery with 
which the Israelis handle the whole 
affair. Usually they try to hide their 
tracks, but not this time! For exam­
ple, they acknowledged that most 
of the money taken belonged to 
normal individuals and families, 
who have nothing to do with the 
Palestinian Authority.
It’s very obvious that they were 
trying to  create an econom ical 
shock, a  run on money by the hap­
less population, in order to destroy 
what is left of the Palestinian eco­
nomic structure, since they already 
have destroyed everything else, 
from the infrastructure to factories, 
government offices, police stations 
and universities.
The sad p a rt com es, when 
one learns that all of this criminal 
activity of this outcast state, would 
have never been possible, had 
it not been for the wholehearted 
Am erican politica l, military and 
economical support, to the tune 
of $3 billion of our hard-earned tax 
dollars annually.
Hani Awadallah,
Prof, of Chemistry
It ’s Only
The controversy surrounding the 
gap girts is just plain funny. They don't 
claim to be greek, they took the let­
ters that spell gap, and they have 
the slogan “ fall into the gap .” All 
they are doing is a parody on greek 
life. If it was bn Saturday Night Live 
people would have thought if was 
funny. People are just taking this too 
seriously.
Michael Stoppay 
Geo Science Major
The Den 
Mother Speaks
I have just read your article about 
the GAP Girts and feel I must respond.
I have known these girls for almost 
two years now, and can only say that 
anyone who does not belong to the 
GAP group of girls is missing-out on 
knowing 10 of the sweetest, kindest 
and most thoughtful group of girls.
I have had these girls to my home 
on many occasions and I find them 
to be a truly “connected” group of 
girls.
They meant no harm nor did they 
mean to insult Greek Ufa with their 
letters. These girls are all about fun 
and sticking together.
I take offense to  the suggestion 
by Mr. Greene that these girls could 
bring shame down on Greek Council 
if they "do something bad."
Who is he kidding-fraternities 
and sororities have been notorious 
for doing “bad things.”
Just recently Rutgers University 
had an incident where fraternity 
brothers beat another young man 
within inches of his life for trying to 
“crash a fraternity PARTY."
Why? Because they were all 
drunk. One more th ing, not just 
anyone can be a GAP giri-you have 
to earn the letters...GAP GIRL. Oh, by 
the way, I am very proud of MY GAP 
GIRL, HEATHER PAYNE.
Debbie Payne
Mama GAP
Leave
Alone
I’d just like to voice my opinion 
on the inc iden t th a t happened
www.themontclarion.org
between the Greek Council and 
the 10 girls who took on Greek let­
ters for fun.
They had absolutely every right 
to take on Greek letters in the spirit 
of friendship, and they especially 
had the right to  write them on 
their windows. What the Greek 
Council did violated their basic 
1st Amendment right to freedom 
of expression.
As long as nothing lewd or 
offensive was written on their win­
dows, these girls had every right 
to write whatever they w anted 
on them. They were bullied into 
submission by an all-too-powerful 
organization acting on paranoia 
and a selfish sense of pride.
As for the chance of any “ law­
suit," I really don ’t think it would 
hold up in court, being that a) they 
are protected by the 1st Amend­
ment, and b) they weren't taking 
on any established organization’s 
official letters and posing them as 
their own.
This is just a foolish ac t of snobby 
muscle-flexing on the part of the 
Greek Council, and 1 encourage 
the GAP girls to put those letters 
right back up where they belong!
Rosemary Topar
Music Performance major
Fell Into 
"The G.A.P.”
I would also like to “ Fall into the 
G ap.” I d on ’t think the situation 
should be taken seriously...it was 
just something fun to do. I probably 
would have thought of doing the 
same if I had time.
Emefa Duho
Broadcasting, Freshman
Do You Have 
Problems Regarding 
the Conditions on Campus?
Let Your Voice Be 
Heard!
Write for the 
Opinion Section!
Contact
Jason @ x 5241 or 
montopinion@yahoo.com
Kkr caws
COURTESY OF KRT CAMPUS
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child care w anted
Reliable babysitter needed ASAP 12- 
3 p.m., M-F for one 4 yr. old. License, 
references and good GPA required. 
973-743-7461.___________________
Small family daycare seeks part-time 
and full time help. Can arrange hours 
around your schedule. Experience 
with small children and must have 
drivers license. 973-783-1779.
Babysitter Needed - One or two week­
days afternoon, occasional weekends. 
Flexible hours. Call 973-233-9778.
Babysitter wanted for 2 kids - 8 and 
3 years old. Must have car. No 
smokers. Tuesdays, Wednesdays & 
Thursdays 3:00 to 7:00. Kristin 973- 
655-1990 or 718-813-8572.________
PERFECT SUMMER JOB! Looking 
for Mature local (Montville) caregiver 
for 2 1/2 year old boy during summer 
months++ Mon - Thurs 11:30 - 5:00 
p.m. / some Friday’s. MUST have driv­
ers license, minimum 3 CHILDCARE 
references. Food pay, great flexibility. 
Contact Tina at 973-316-1361._____
Experienced responsible babysitter 
wanted for regular Saturday nights 
for fun-loving 3 yr old and precious 3 
month old boys in Short Hills. Need 
to have own transportation. Call 
Michelle at 917-922-7272._________
help w anted
Summer Jobs!!: Spend an active 
summer outdoors as a day camp 
counselor! No nights/weekends 
(except training). Group counselors, 
lifeguards/WSI, instructors for canoe, 
challenge course (training avail­
able), crafts, dance, karate; lacrosse, 
soccer, rollerblading 908-647-0664, 
apply online at www.campriverbend. 
bunkT.com.______________________
SECURE YOUR OWN JOB NOW! 
Day camp for mild special needs 
children in West Orange. Counselors, 
activity specialists, lifeguards, Main­
tenance. Contact 973-669-0800; 
info@harborhaven.com. Visit our 
website www.harborhaven.com.
Computer Networking Position. For 
Computer Science or similar major. 
Part time now. Full time summer, 
e-mail jbauer@pascackdata.com, 
subject. ‘Networking Position’._____
Office Assistant - Pt/Ft - Indoor 
Amusement Center seeking team 
member with good telephone & basic 
computer skills. Salary commensu­
rate with experience. Must multi-task. 
Contact Kim at The Funplex, 973- 
428-8772._______________________
Private, summer camp outdoor main­
tenance position in Oak Ridge, New 
Jersey. Full time. Cal Greg: 973-208- 
9809 or Grea@Nvoda.com._______
Horseback Riding Program Director 
& Instructors needed for camp in Oak 
Ridge, NJ. Director needs teaching & 
horse care experience. Live-in pos­
sible, F/T. Call: 973-697-4382 or email 
info@Nvoda.com.________________
Climbing Instructor for camp in Oak 
Ridge, NJ. Needs certifications and 
experience. Live-in possible. PT 
or FT. Call: 973-697-4382 or email 
info@Nvoda.com.________________
Join the Montclarion!
We are looking for talented 
writers in all sections.
Contact Mike Cataro at Montclarion@mail.montclair.edu
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Better Scons. Better Schools.
GMAT » LSAT MCAT * GRE
N o O ther Test Preparation Com pany Offers:
♦ Small G I&0Size
> Private Wne-On-One Tutoring
♦ OnlineResources
♦ The M ost Up-To-Date Materials 
♦Free Practice Tests
♦ The Etbst, Highly-Trained Teachers
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North Jersey Cénter For 
Reproductive 
Endocrinology And 
Fertility
EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!
THE NORTH JERSEY CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE 
ENDOCRINOLOGY AND FERTILITY CENTER IS SEEKING EGG 
DONORS OF ALL EHTNIC BACKGROUNDS BETWEEN THE AGES
OF 51-32.
AS AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RECIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD 
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.
RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE 
NEEDS TO SENt) A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT, 
ADDRESS AND DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.
AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE, 
THEY WILL BE COMPENSATED $7000.00.
For more information on our egg donor program call 
(973)470-0303 
and ask for one of our Nurses.
1035 ROUTE 46 EAST 
CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 07013
TELEPHONE (973) 4704)303 
FAX - 973-916-0488
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The Sports Guy
The Sports Guy doesn't believe in 
excuses or explanations. There are 
only two options In the world, winning 
and losing. The first option was one 
the Lady Hawks seemed to like most. 
Despite the road they traveled in the 
2004 season, they pulled together 
and The Sports Guy says they were 
winning like It was a dying fashion.r
The Red Hawk women's basket­
ball team was eliminated on Satur­
day at home against Drew in round 
two of the ECAC tournament.
The Sports Guy knows that you 
little sportllngs think he's’ goirtg 
to have some clever Insult to 
close out their season for good, 
but The Sports Guy Is full of sur­
prises.
The Red Hawks bailers 
sent two players to the all­
conference NJAC team 
this season. Stephanie 
“Machine" Machln, the 
super rookie, stole the 
show this year with a 
14-polnt, 10-rebound 
ave rage  for the,,, 
season, leading 
her te a m  In 
both catego­
ries. Machln 
e a rn e d  a 
spot on the 
s e c o n d  
team . The 
"M ach in e " 
was the Red 
Hawks most 
c o n s is te n t 
p la ye r this 
y e a r ,  fo r  
both men's 
and worri- 
en 's  
bas- 
ke t- 
b a IT, 
a n d  
deserved 
a first team
con fe rence  spot more than her 
teammate Ebony Allen.
Allen received a first team all-con­
ference spot, and The Sports Guy says 
tha t her selection 
was based more on 
her reputation, than 
on this season's per­
formance. Granted, 
her 12.8 ppg, and 
7.3 rebounds per 
contest weren’t too 
shabby. But, her 
scoring was down 
by two points, and 
rebounding up by 
less than one per 
g a m e , from  the  
2002-03 season. The 
Sports Guy says that Allen Is a player 
who can be so much more dominant 
than she is, but Isn’t, partly because 
she walks back on defense.
Machln posted better numbers 
than Allen this season In almost every 
category: Points, rebounds, assists, 
steals, blocked shots, and field goal
saying that Allen did not deserve a 
spot on the all-conference first team, 
he's saying thatMachin did. After all, 
there were no centers on this year’s 
first team, so If one of the two had 
to be chosen. It should have been 
Machln, not Alien.
As for the rest of the Lady Red 
Hawk bailers, The Sports Guy knows 
you were big overachievers this 
season, and' com ­
mends you on a 
Jafeb well done.
The Sports 
I Guy will now 
turn his atten­
tion to  the 
gs® w restling 
t e a m  
w h o  
p la c e d  
1 1 t h  
o v e ra l l  
a t  t h e  
N C A A  
C ham pi­
onsh ips. 
The Sports 
Guy says 
this y e a r 
w e  h a d
w a s
66 M a c h in  p o s t e d
BETTER NUMBERS
t h a n  A l l e n  in
ALMOST EVERY 
CATEGORY.??
percentage. The Sports Guy Is not
Sport/ T rivio
Question: Name the only active 
MLB coach who won an MVP 
award as a player.
Eduard 
"The Rus­
sian Destruc­
tion" Allaksey- 
. enka who 
|  p la c e d  
second 
to earn 
his fou rth  
A ll-Am eri­
c a n  honor. 
Dennis Gaul placed fifth and received 
his second All-American selection.
The all-tim e b iggest w inning 
coach in MSU's wrestling history calls 
It a ca reer a fte r 25 
years. Coach Strellner 
has wrestled with or 
coached every single 
All American to ever 
come out of MSU. The 
Sports Guy says that 
the  m an w ho suc­
ceeds him will have \ 
a m onum ental task, 
ahead of him.
W ith w res tling  
and baske tba ll fin ­
ished, it's o ffic ia lly  
Spring season at MSU. 
The Sports Guy is looking forward to 
seeing what these warm weather 
athletes are all about. The Sports Guy 
says he has a good feeling a b o u f^  
a few of the teams this season and 
can ’t wait to see the next episode of 
As The Red Hawks Turn. Till next time, 
this Is The Sports Guy.
Answer to last w eek ’s question: 
Don Mattingly hit six 
grand slams in 1987.
»port/ Trivio
MSU Top Ten List
Top Ten Returning Spring Sports Athletes
By Jose Ortiz 
Sports Editor
10. Brian Shadiack (Men's  
Lacrosse): The m idfielder for the 
Red Hawk lacrosse team is back this 
season after winning 84 face offs lasf 
year to lead the team. He also tied 
for sixth In total points.
9. Ethan Boyd (Baseball): The 
Junior outfielder was fourth In R.B.I.s 
with 27, and fifth In overall batting 
average for the Red Hawks with a 
.337. Ethan was named to the second 
All-Conference team last year.
8. Chris M e i x n e r  ( M e n ’s 
Lacrosse): Senior attacker and team 
captain, Meixner will have to step up 
his scoring this year to help fill the void 
that Sean Pekarsky’s injury left. Chris 
was fourth on the team In goals last 
season.
7. Cathy Homlek (Women’s 
Lacrosse): The junior attacker led 
the lady lacrosse team In assists last 
season with 70. Her closest com ­
petitor had 10. If the Lady Red Hawks 
hope to win, Homlek will have to have 
another sensational year.
6. P.J. Baccarella (Baseball): The 
senior Infielder was second In R.B.I. last 
season for the Red Hawks, and was 
fifth In total bases with 60 total bases 
In 2003.
5. Athanasla Totaro (Softball): 
Her .380 batting average last season 
was second only to Karl McDonell 
on the team  last year. She only 
struck out eight times In 139 at bats, 
and was tied for the team lead with 
31 R.B.I.’s last season. As a pitcher, 
Totaro was 6-1 with a 1.57 ERA. “ J
4. John Della Pesca (Men's 
Lacrosse): Last year’s Knickerbocker 
rookie of the year Is back after scor­
ing a team  high 46 goals in last 
season’s campaign. The attacker 
cannot afford to have a sophomore 
jinx this season.
3. Crystal Sweeney (Softball): 
The girl is just flat out untouchable. 
With a 22-6-record last year, with 23 
complete games, eight shutouts, and 
140 strikeouts In 45 games, Sweeney 
will be very Instrumental In the suc­
cess of the Red Hawks.
2. Jeff Gogal (Baseball): He 
led his team In almost every pitching 
category In 2003, and was named 
MSU’s Male Junior Athlete of the Year. 
Additionally, Gogal was an All-Ameri­
can last year.
1. Karl McDonell (Softball): The 
name strikes fear Into the hearts of- 
NJAC softball players everywhere. 
The two time All-American Is back 
and will have lots of trouble topping 
herself last year after a .402 ba t­
ting average, and leading the Red 
Hawks In every other major batting 
category.
iS-*"
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Through 3/10/04
Baseball
NJAC Overall
6-1 
5-1 
2-1 
3-2-1 
3-3 
2-3 
1-3 
0-0 
0-0 
0-2
NJAC Overall
NJCU 0-0 3-1
TCNJ 0-0 4-2
Rowan 0-0 2-2
Ramapo 0-0 0-0
William Pates® 1  l b 1 0-0
MSU - T ' 1 04 0-0
Rutgers-Cand® hí l  wá 0-0
Richaf^ todtì 1p  s i 0-0
Rutgers-Newark 0-0 0-0
Kean 0-0 0-0
Rowan 0-0
TCNJ | o-o
Rutgers-Newark o-o 
Rutgers-Camdé ‘-4-0 
Richard S to^ jJ | y o  
Kean / j l  "9  Jlp-0
NJCU* B 81}'0William ftterson o-o 
Kean o-o
MSU o-o
Softball
Th i s  W e e k ’ s
A c t i o n
r
Baseball
Saturday 3/13- Thursday 3/18 
Away@ Clearwater Invitational 
Tournament
Men's Lacrosse
Saturday 3/13 
Home vs. Babson 
@2pm
Saturday 3/20 
Home vs. Wesley 
@2pm
Women's Lacrosse
Thursday 3/11 
Home vs.West Connecticut 
@4pm
Tuesday 3/16 
Away vs. Lycoming 
@4pm
Thursday 3/18 
Away vs. Elizabethtown 
@4pm
Saturday 3/20 
Home vs. Muhlenberg 
@11am
Softball
Sunday 3/14 - Friday 3/19 
Away @ Spring Trip
V. J
Senior
Hometown: Toms River, NJ 
Cathy set a single game school record with 10 
assists against Alvernia in a 12-point effort.
h o n o r a b l e  m e n t i  o n
Brianna Gillin 
Freshman
Hometown: Cinnaminson, NJ
Brianna scored six goals against Alvernia in her 
collegiate debut.
Chris Meixner 
Senior
Hometown: Hamburg, NJ
Chris, men’s lacrosse team captain, has scored 
nine goals in his first two games of the season.
Brian Shadiack 
Sophomore 
Hometown: Clifton, NJ
Brian scored four goals and dished three assists 
against DeSales on Wednesday.
r
V
R e s u l t s
Baseball
3/6 - M S U 1, East Connecticut 5 
3/7 - MSU 4, Salisbury 8
Women’s Lacrosse 
3/6 - MSU 20, Alvernia 0
Men’s Lacrosse 
3 /6 -MSU 11, Villa Julie2 
3/10-MSU 12, DeSales 11
J
In tram ura l B asketba ll
WWE WINS LOSSES TIES SPORTSMANSHIP
DHG 5 0 0 19
SHEMS 4 1 0 20
CAMPLO 3 2 0 19
GAMBINOS 2 2 0 15
HIT EM UP 1 3 1 18
BLAZERS 1 3 1 16
MATRIX CREW 0 5 0 18
w c w WINS LOSSES TIES SPORTSMANSHIP
PIKE 3 o i 1 15
DELTA CHI 3 0 1 15
THETAXI 3 2 0 20
BULLS 0 3 0 12
TOMMY BOYS 0 4 0 16
ECW WINS LOSSES TIES SPORTSMANSHIP
UNFINISHED 3 1 0 15
GAME OVER 3 1 0 11
AND 1 1 2 0 12
THE IZM’S 1 1 0 8
DACRUE 1 1 O 8
TE A M Y A Y O 0 3 0 8
Pic of the Week
COURTESY OF DEREK MACCHIA
Congratulations to the intramural co-ed waterpolo 
champs, Unfinished Business, who defeated SGA 
Old School in the waterpolo finals held on Monday, 
March 8.
“The Sports Guy”
See Page 22
Voi. 83, No. 19
red hawk-orts Answer to last week’s question of the weekSee Page 22
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Red Hawks Fall Hard Against the Rangers
ByTiana Conner 
StaffWriter
MSU 70  I
Drew 82
In a gam e tha t should 
have been deem ed “Sur­
vival of the Fittest,” the Lady 
Hawks—who happen to hold 
the number one spot in the 
division—had every chance 
to trample Drew University 
during  S a tu rday ’s ECAC 
Semifinals.
Instead, freshman domi- 
nafor, Courtney Cunningham 
and the Rangers gave the 
Red Hawks a double slap in 
the face, not only by shutting 
the division leaders out of the 
ECAC tou rnam ent/bu t by 
beating them 82-70 on their 
home court.
The gam e  a p p e a re d  
shaky at first, resulting with 
eight lead changes and six 
ties in the first half. The Red 
Hawks, however, were able 
to keep their ground and 
dominate the Rangers. Their 
6-0 run within the last four 
minutes of the half was able 
to keep the Hawks just five 
points ahead of the Rang­
ers.
S ophom ore  fo rw a rd , 
Ebony Allen, led w ith  11
points, hitting four out her 
eight field goals and sinking 
both of her free throws.
Freshm an S teph an ie  
Machin lead the way, grab­
bing 12 out' of the team ’s 25 
rebounds, but only racking 
up eight points.
The Lady Hawks hit nearly 
half of their 34 field goals, 
three out of their seven three- 
pointers, and six out of seven 
free throws, compared to the 
Rangers’ 1-7 three-pointers 
and 3-4 free throws.
The fa c t that MSU was 
h itting  and m aking more 
shots was what kept the girls 
ahead of the Rangers.
The Hawks were leading 
39-36 by the end of the first 
half, w hich w asn ’t stable 
enough for the win, but kept 
them confident enough to 
dominate the second half.
But a fte r tha t halftime 
buzzer, the Red Hawks' con-’ 
fidence  seem ed to have 
faded.
The start of the second 
ha lf was w hen the Lady 
Hawks finally gave up. Mont­
clair offered up 10 turnovers, 
com pared to the Rangers' 
six.
Junior G uard, Kristen 
Potenzone, racked up four 
out of her six FG’s, but made 
the only MSU three-pointer in 
the entire half. Surprisingly, 
Machin assisted making 3- 
4 field goals and 5-7 free
throws. Senior guard, Pam 
Barone added four points by 
sinking all of her free throws.
But the free throws and 
one three-pointer were not 
enough to catch up to the 
Rangers. Just e igh t m in­
utes into the second half, 
a steal and lay-up by fresh­
m an gua rd  Melissa Kraft 
increased the Rangers tally 
to 58-51. Just some five min­
utes later the Rangers’ led 
73-57, with no chance of MSU 
catching up.
The women’s head bas­
ketball coach , Brian Sen- 
towski, recognized the Rang­
ers’ reason for the win. He 
stated, “ I thought Drew played 
exceptionally well. They had 
a strong gam e and strong 
defense." On MSU’s loss, 
he added, “We made key 
defensive mistakes. There 
were too many defensive 
breakdowns, which led to 
easy baskets.”
The c o n s ta n t mjssed 
shots and lack of defense 
gave the Rangers the final 
chance to confidently win 
the game. With the Hawks 
struggling to catch up with 
M ach in  a nd  Po tenzone 
making a variety of two point­
ers and free throws, the girls 
were able to bring the score 
up to 82-70.
The MSU Lady Hawks 
end their season with a well­
deserving 21-7 record. Their
STEVE MILLER/THE MONTCLARION
Red Hawk-center Amanda Mullaney h a d  a n  n ff n ig h t wjth 
only two points and six rebounds with no blocks in 11
minutes of play.
pe rfo rm ance  this season 
was rem arkab le , despite 
losing the ir head coach , 
Jaime Hoffman, during the
season. The girls wereppjd'to 
soar right into the sgSpnals.
Bulldogs Fall Victim to the Shadiack Attack
DOMINIQUE WILSON/THE MONTCLARION
Kevin Gondres (left) battles for the loose ball against 
DeSales.
By Jose Ortiz 
Sports Editor
Before the Red Hawk 
men's lacrosse season began, 
senior attacker Chris Meixner 
guaranteed that MSU would 
capture a conference title 
this year. After winning their 
home opener against Villa 
Julie l l  -2, the Red Hawks 
invited the DeSales University 
Bulldogs for a shootout at 
Sprague Field on Wednesday 
afternoon.
After a first half goal in the 
closing seconds, by DeSales1 
Patrick Stinger, who led all 
players with five scores, put 
the ball in the net and tied 
the game at six at the half­
way mark. From then on, 
the Red Hawks were a team 
with only one objective: to 
win. The Bulldogs, however, 
were no different. They had 
been beaten in almost every 
aspect to that point, includ­
ing shots on goal, ground 
balls, and face off wins. So 
DeSales had to be happy 
going into the half wifh fhe 
game tied at six.
O nce the second half 
com menced, the shootout 
began. Within the first 14 
seconds, Stinger had struck
aga in , a fte r a successful 
face off win followed by a 
clear out. But not even 30 
seconds had passed when 
Red Hawks sophomore mid­
fielder, Brian Shadiack, shook 
his defender like a carton of 
OJ and returned the favor 
with one of his four goals.
At the start of the fourth 
quarter, the Red Hawks led 
10-9 and the scoring for 
bo th  team s had no t ye t 
concluded The Red Hawks 
added two goals, the Bull­
dogs scored another, and 
w ith just over 10-minutes 
remaining, MSU was clinging 
on to a one point lead, 11- 
10.
The m e n 's  la c rosse  
team can be so dangerous 
when playing with the lead. 
Because of their offensive 
style of ball control and pos­
session, as opposed to the 
Bulldogs’ “ run up and fire” 
strategy, MSU was able to 
eat up clock, like Pac-Man 
eats up dots. The Red Hawks 
held on for a one point win, 
12-11.
Shadiack scored four 
goals’and three assists in the 
win. He said, “ It's a team  
game, and when it comes 
down a 12-11 game, people 
have to step up, and we
did." He then added, “ We 
rea lly  ca m e  toge the r, as 
a fam ily.0 That’s putting it 
lightly. This team fought hard, 
clawed and scratched, and 
did whatever was necessary 
to get the win. This, of course, 
came at the expense of the 
poor Bulldog players who' 
were being knocked around 
like pin-balls. -
Goalkeeper Alan Anna- 
zone reco rded  10 saves, 
but his presence in the net 
reached beyond the stat 
sheets. He played solidly, 
and cam e up w ith saves 
w hen the team  nee ded  
them the most.
H e a d  C o a c h  J ohn  
Greco said, “This was a must 
win game, and we weren't 
going to take a loss.” He 
also implied that his team  
has many improvements to 
make if they hope to remain 
undefeated. But a win is a 
win, even if it's ugly, and a 
coach knows that. He said 
“ I'm happy that we got the 
win, the guys played hard 
from start to finish, and we 
got the job done.” The Red 
Hawks continue their home 
stand on Saturday against 
Babson.
